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GUIDANCE NEEDS IN THE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
OF PORTLAND, OREGON

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Much has been done in recent years to help the teachers

and counselors know the student so that they may be in a

better position to meet his needs. We have come to the place

where we recognise our students as individuals who differ in,

"Interests', abilities, aptitudes, accomplisments, drives,

problems, appearances, plans, background experiences, and in

many other respects" (4:11). It is the responsibility of

the school in as far as possible, to find these individual

differences, and to help the student in the light of these

findings. Erickson states, "The efficiency of the entire

educational program depends upon adequate understanding of

the pupils" (4 :11).. Traxler takes an even stronger stand

when he makes the statement, "Basically it is the simple yet

fundamental thesis that the first duty of the school is to

know its pupils as individuals." (9:5)

Guidance programs are improving rapidly in the technique

of gathering data about students. Some of the more useful

sources of information are, "records, reports, teats, inven-

tories, observations, interviews, reactions of teachers,

conferences with parents, case studies, and case confer-

ences." (4:11) However, the writer raises the question of
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whether the schools are obtaining enough information by means

of the present program to meet the needs or IQ the children.

Too much of the counselors' time is taken up with routine

work and problem* of children that deviate from the norm.

But what of the mass of youngsters that never present

problems? Are the schools safe in assuming they do not have

conflicts and do not need help as much as the extroverted or

obviously's:OA:Ousted pupil? It is the writer's contention

that most all students will seek help in solving their

problems if they have some understanding person to whom they

may turn.

It is the purpose of this study to present the problems

students have and meet in every day life. These problems

are representative of all the students' experiences rather

than the school experience alone. So many times the teachers

become so e seed in their academic pursuits that they

forget other vital factors that influence the student's life.

In this respect, Mathewson states, "To the author, one of the

greatest values of this type of investigation appears to be

the attention it may attract to the problems of high school

adolescents apart from the school situation itself, all too

often we as educators become involved so deeply in our

concern with the intellectual life of the child that his

development and difficulties in other fields are lost to

view and the child is not seen as an individual with many

manifold faucets but only as a student." (5:51)



The students chosen for this study are all enrolled in

Portland high schools. The writer endeavored to obtain

a fair sampling from each ir,h school in the system. It is

not the purpose of this study to evaluate the Portland

guidance program but to find individual problems and problem

areas within which many of the students need help.
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WAFTER II

3COM OP num

There have been very few attempts to discover guidance

by the problem check list method. In 1940 Arthur W.

Jr. gave the Problem Obeck List t 1565 Alliance

hoe' students to determine to that extent the

problems of boys and girls wore educationally si nificant.

The following broad i;eneralizations were most outstamlingt

1. Most of the problems faced by the average
high school youngster seem to be direct out.
growth of the social pressures to which he
IS exposed. In almost every area, it appear*
pssible to trace the source of difficulty
to these pressures. Thus, society** demands
in conflict with the individual's desires
produce his problems.

2. The problems of these high school students
appear predominately to be problems of vocal
expression, heterosexual adjustment, social
adjustment, personality, school adjustment
and concern for the future. Problems relating
to home and religion, in particular, appear
of much less concern than is often assumed.

3. The average school does not seem to be
supplying the child with an opportunity to
achieve success and practice in social and
heterosexual adjustments. Many students appear
to have little opportunity to develop the
necessary skills in these important phases of
development.

4. The average child shows considerable con-
cern over his future, in general, with somewhat
less concern over whether to Fo to collere,
take vocational training or go to work after
hill school.



5. A number of simifioant trends appear from the
first to the fourth year. The first year is
characterised by problems prtlarily of adjustment
to the school; the second year emphasizes hetero-
sexual and social adjustments; the third year,
*ale showing somewhat greater seriousness of
purpose also stresses heterosexual and social
adjustments while the last year shows evidence of
greater concern over impending graduation and
maturer considerations relative to post.sschool
adjustments.

6. Significant sex differences are indicated
as follows: Boys She, more concern over adjuet
meet to the school situation, moral problem*,
present vocational matters and with particular.
concrete and active matters. Girls show more
concern over personal appearance, social matters,
physical condition and vocal expression.

7, Many of the problems indicated appear to be
subject to fairly simple treatment and could
be easily remedied by minor changes in school
procedures. (5:53-54)

In 1941 Vernon D. Cowan conducted a similar study in

the Stephen Lee High School of Asheville, North Carolina.

Here the Problem Check List was given to 603 students in

grades nine throuh twelve. Five nteps for 7eneral program

adjustment in light of the problema presented by students

of this school were:

1. /ncreasinr, school voc
guidance functions.

2. Developing placement service for part
time employ m,:llt. a work - educational program
which synchronises work with schooling or
other realistic methods of mooting the needs
of the students in the financial area.

nal and educational

3. Analyzing the academic difficulties of the
students and evaluating teaching practices
and Curriculum organisation in relation to
most prevalent needs of this situation.
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4. Providing more opportunities in in tivid
guidance, home room procedures, and curriculum
content for students to express and deal cos-
potently with their everyday psychological
problems.

5. Accepting health as one of the first
objectives of the school, and securing the
cooperation of the community arencies for a
first class program in this area. (6:64-65)

This same year Dwight L. Arnold and Ross L. Mooney

used 286 junior high school students in grades seven

through nine from Lakewood, Ohio to test a new form of

the Problem Check List for the junior 11147,11 school level.

This experiment proved that junior high school students

were to show their problems on a check list.

An important concept given by the authors was, "The

items marked are 'signs, for a more complete story

which becomes clear and meaningful only through fur her

inquiry. The check list is a starting point not a

stopping place." (1:43)

In 1948 Miles E. Cary used 620 students in grades nine

through twelve to find the value of the check list in

curriculum development. Be presented several ways in ch

the horn...making teacher may use the study of teen-age

problems in furtherirw the development of the curriculum.

The following concept taken from this study is of value from

the guidance point of view: "r'.e informed teacher of today

knows that boys and girls bring to school all the problems
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anxieties, prejudices, insecurities, conflicts and concerns

of the adult community." (2:576)

The most recent study was conducted by Robert Gerald

Cunliffe in the Corvallis High School, Corvallis, Orecon.

Cunliffe used approximately 700 students ranging from erade

eight through twelve. This study a Tain used the check list

as a basis for curriculum improvement rather than to find

guidance needs.

These previous studies were of little help to the

writer in formulating conclusions; however, statistics

from them will be used as means of comparison. This type

of study is necessarily a local problem in which each com-

munity has its own individual differences and as such must

be approached with this thought uppermost in mind. There

are no criteria or norms established which will solve the

problems in every school or community. Ross L. Mooney,

author of the check list, points out, "It is already clear

that standardized norms are not possible. Each school

seems to have its own variations. This mi:,ht be a criti-

cism or unfavorable limitation if the check list were to

be a test. But it is not a test. Rather it is a method of

self-description and as such is all the stronger if it

allows individual differences to appear." (6:68)

The subjects for the present study were taken from

grades ten and eleven of the nine hip7h schools of Portle'd.
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Oregon. To obtain a fair random. sampling or these grades,

one class in either iglish or social science was selected

from each grade in each school. While no homogeneous

grouping existed in any of the classes the per cent of non.

grade membership was less than 1%. The average class was

estimated to be between twenty-five and thirty. This would

give between fifty and sixty from each school and between

four hundred fifty and five hundred forty for the entire

system. Table 1 presents the break down of the number

of students from each school.

TABLE

Number of Students from Each High School

10th Grade 11th Grade Total

39Benson
Cleveland
Franklin
Girls* Polytecnic
Grant
Jefferson
Lincoln
Roosevelt
Washington

26
30
23
26
23
25
27
26

13
23
26
32
23
25
26
3,4

6
50
53

er Cent of
otal Grades,

4,2%
a%

5.rA
14.4%
4.5%
45%
6.7%
7 .0%

TL a problems presented by the students were .grouped

into eleven areas. To identify the )roblem areas the

Problem Chock List was used. This list was edited by

Ross L. Mooney and published by the Bureau of Educational

Research, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. The eleven
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areas are as follows: Health and Physical Development;

Finances, Living Conditions, and Employmnt; Social and

Recreational Activities; Courtship, 3ex, Marriage; Social-

Psychological Relations, Personal-Psychological Relations;

Morals and Religion; Home and :Fanny; Future: Vocational

and Educational; Adjustment to School 'ork; Curriculum and

Teaching- Procedures.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURE rOR STUDY

The object of this study was to find areas in which

guidance needs were evident in the Portland high schools.

To attain this end the Problem Check List was administered

to a random sample of the tenth and eleventh grade from

each of the nine schools.

Through cooperation with the Portland Guidance Center

it was possible to obtain experienced counselors to

administer the check list in each school. As it was not

possible for the writer to administer the inventory in

person it was felt that greater uniformity in administra

tion would be obtained by selecting teachers familiar with

the techniques of standardised tests. A set of instruc-

tions was given to **eh counselor to follow in administer-

ing the inventory. Ample time was allowed for completion.

Each student was asked to consider each problem carefully

and to answer the five aummarising questions to the best

of his ability. All responses wore freely given with no

coercion from the a mlnistrator to fill in every blank. The

students were asked to mark only those problems which they

were troubled with at that time. All names or means of

identification were omitted as the identity of the marker

had no bearing upon the study and i it was felt tl,at a freer
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response could be obtained.

The Mooney Problem Check List is divided into two

main parts, The first consists of 330 problems which are

grouped into eleven problem areas. The problems are so

arranged tIleAt the subject does not answer all the problems

in any one area before Ang on to the next area. For sake

of clarity, the problems are numerically arranged in six

vertical columns so that each column has five problems

from each area. These areas run horizontally across the

page. For example, the top five problems in each column

are concerned with health and the bottom five with

curriculum and teaching procedures.

The second part of the inventory consists of five

questions so worded that the student may give his reaction

to the list as well as to give a brief summary of his

problems in his awn words and to indicate it he wishes

help in the solution of his problems.

The eleven problem areas are:

(HMO Health and ?hysical Development
(FLE) Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment
(SRA) Social and Recreational Activities
(CSY) Courtship, Sex, Marriage
(SPR) Social...Psychological Relations
(PPR) Personal-Psychological Relations
(MR) Morals and Religion
(HP) Home and Family
iFVE) The Futures Vocational and Educational
A3W) Adjustment to School Work
CTP) Curriculum and Teaching Procedures



The letter symbols presentod above are used In all tables

throughout the study.

The five sumarizing questions are as follows:

1. Do you feel that
on the list give
your problems?
anything further
the picture more

the items you have marked
a well-rounded picture of_yes.

. No. Add
you may care775 say to make
complete.

How would you summarize your chief problems
in your own words? Write a brief summary.

ve you enjoyed filling, out this list?
Yes. No.

Would you like to have more chances in school
to write out, think about, and discuss matters
of personal concern to you? Ycs. No,

If you had the chance, would you like to
talk to someone about some of the problems
you have marked on the list? Yes.

If so, do you have an articular
person(s) in mind with whom you would. like
to talk? Yes. No.M1111111

12

In tabulating the data each school was divided into

four suo-roups. These groups consisted of: tenth graders

eleventh graders, all boys, and all girls. In two schools

this division was not possible as the enrollmant consisted

either of all girls or all boys. In these instances only

the tenth and eleventh grades were used as divisions.

Every list was scored accordinp, to the number of

problems checked in each problem area. These totals were

added so that the total number of problems checked in any

area was obtained from each group. The number one rank was



to the area with the of problems

checked, while ranks of two ven given to areas

as the number of checked problems decreased in order.

The mean number of problems checked was computed for

each problem area, group, school, and for the ontire city.

The summarising questions were tabulated accorling to

number of lea, No, or Omitted answer*. Tr at part of

Question Five which asks, "If so, do you have any particu-

lar person(*) in mind with whom you would like to talk?"

was always tabulated as an omitted answer if the student

had checked "No" to the first part of the question. This

was done bocaus.N an affirmative re.ponse to the first part

was needed before the entire question was applicable.

The convents on all questions were carefully selected

give the consensus of opinion or typical reaction of

group rather than the extreme or bisarre reactions

The comments selected are quoted in the body of this study.

The students; summaries of their problems are pre

od as the first step* In presenting these summaries

an atteat has been made to present several examples of

different types of reactions.
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CRAFTT IV

ANALY3 Z3 OF TIII STUDY

In analysing the data for this study a set of tables

has been compiled for each school. To keep needless repi-

titian to a idiliZata no interpretation of each separate

table will be made unless it reveals local problems. A

detailed analysis of all problem areas is presented by

bringing together the data from all schools.
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EV,,Z307.7 POLYTECH7IC SCHOOL

The sampling at Benson Polytechnic High School is more

selective than in other high schools, becase there were no

girls enrolled, and moat all boys who attended were chiefly

concerned with a technical education. However, there was

no geographical limitation as boys could attend this school

from any section of the city.

The followin three tables show the relative import.

ante of each problem area for the tenth and eleventh grades,

and the total for botl' grades.

TADL7 II

Rank of Problem Areas for
26 Tenth Grade Boys

Problem No. Mean No.
Areas Mar.ked Rank marked.......

HPD 53 9 2.0
FLJ 71 6 2.7
SRA 87 2 3.2
CSM

gi
8 2-14-

SPR 7 2.5
PPR 72 14.5 2.8
MR 4.6 10 1.8
HP 35 11 1.3
FVE 76 3 2.9
ASW 112 1 4.3
CT? 72 4.5 2.8

TOTAL 754 29

Range 5-102

Adjustment to school work was the outstanding area

for the tenth graders wi h an average of over four problems
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per s t. This was exceptionally high in comparison with

other areas and indicates lack of adjustment between the

technical and academic subjects revired to meet college

entrance and graduation re rennts.

Problem
Area

BPD
PLR
SRA
C3M
SPR
PPR

HP
PIM
ASW
CTP

TA= III

Rank of Problem Areas for
13 Eloventh Grade Boys

No. Ilean No
Marked Rank Narked

26 5
37
30 L.

7
17 /0
2
23
3

13
43
59
25

2.0
2.9

3. 5

3.5 1.8
11 1.0
2 3
1
6

5
1.9

TOTAL 320 24.6

Range 11-45

In this school there is little difference between the

tenth and eleventh grades in relative importance of problem

areas. Both bad school adjustmont first with hem* and

family relations last. Hcmcver, the eleventh grade bad a

wider range in the mean number marked having 4.5 acainst

4.3 in Adjustment to School Works falling to 1.0 a-ainst 1.3

for the tenth grad, in Eone ind Family. As a group the

eleventh graders had fewer problems with an average of 24.6
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per student as compared with 29 problems for each tenth grade

student

Problem
Area

IUD
FIE
SRA
C3U
SPE
PPR
Vat

HP
FVE
ASV
CT?

No.

TABLE IT

Problem Areas for
Berson Boys

119
171

97

TOTAL 1071.

Range 4-102

Compared th other schools the boys at Benson tended

to have more trouble with Finances, Living Conditions. and

Employment, and FUture Vocational and %ducatienal plane

This is perhaps due to the nature of the school as it puts

more emphaes upon terminal courses in technical trades

rather than a college preparatory course.

The follming table further illustrates the importance

placed upon specific problems in these areas:

No.
narked

2.0
2.8
3.0
2.3
2.1

6 2.
10 1.8

1.2
2
I

.0

5 2.5

27.5



TALUS' V

Specific Problems of 39 Benson Students

?roblem

Not enough sleep
Learning how to save money
Wanting to earn some of my own

money 355
Needing a job on vacations 46%
Wantin to learn how to dance
Awkward in meeting people
Not taking some things seriously

enough
Concerned over military service 19%
Not spending enough time in study 27%
Not getting studies done on time 31%
Weak in spelling or grammar 16%
Not liking school 19%
Made to take subjects I don't like 31%

la

26 Students 13 Students
10th Grade 11th Grade

31;;

39,1 33%

4J/4
31%
23%

%

436%
36%
31%
31%
31%
15%

The three major problems, learning how to save money,

wantin&; to earn some of my own money, needing a job on

vacations, were all in the area of Finance, Conil-

tions, and i2mployment. Althouch this was not the number

one area in importence these three specific problems

worried the boys from Benson more than any other problem

on the entire check list and were the only problems in this

area receiving any reconition. These problems were all

inter-related and indicated that the acquiriniz and :eeping

of money was the boys' major source of trouble.

ntlinz concerned over military service worried 46% of

the elevonth graders but less than half that wount of
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tenth graders indicated any concern, this would indicate

that as the age for inductment approaches the problem

becomes more acute.

Eighty -four per cent of these be indicated that they

felt the items they had marked on the check list gave a

well rounded picture of their problems. The following

quotations were given by students to make the picture of

their problems more complete:

*Nothing worries me very much."

"I am very awkward and am too bashful toward girls."

"Living with grandparents who do not understand me
and are too old fashion."

"I just don't feel right around people, aside tram
a few friends, people annoy me."

When asked if they enjoyed filling out the list, elFhty-

four per cent checked yea, eichteen per cent no, and ten per

cent omitted the question.

Half of the boys sampled wanted to have more chances

to write out or discuss their personal problems in school.

Below are quoted explanations of how the students felt about

this question.

"When I write or discuss personal problems they seem
to go away. I feel better and more relaxed."

"I think all students should have more of a chance
to tell some of their problems."

"I believe it would give the students a better
understanding of temselves."
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I don't think matters of personal concern stgmld be
taken up with anybody but your father or mother."

"I see no reason for ot_er boys (or irls) to hear mY
problems. Vany of the children made fun' of such
problems."

In answer to the problem, "If you bad a chance, would

you like to talk to someone about sore of the problems you

have narked on the list?", thirty-six per cent answered

yes, forty-four par cent no, and twenty per cent left the

question blank. Out of the thirty-six per cent of the

students that ranted to talk to someone about their personal

problems not one knew of any person with whom they would

like to talk. To the writer this in itself Is one of the

major problems of this group. If these youngsters had

someone in whom they could confide and go for help s many

Of the other problems might disappear.
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CLEVELAND HIGH ;;;CE1001,

At the time this study WAS made Cleveland High School

was going through a transition period. Ori5Inally the cur -

riculum offerings of the school emphasised business and

commercial courses but still met college entrance require-

ments. At this time it had no special district and any

student in the city wishing to prepare himself for comer-

cial work could enroll. Two years before this study was

made the curriculum was revised so that it had the same

courses as the other regular schools of the city and the

enrollment was confined to a definite district. At that

time the school changed its mane from Commerce to the

present Cleveland.

The tenth grade sampled in this study represents the

first class to enroll under the new curriculum change and

the eleventh grade represents the last class which will

graduate under the old commercial set up. It was inter-

esting to note that there existed more similarity in the

ranking of the problem areas between these classes than in

other schools.

r!ftp-three students were sampled in this school which

were subdivided as follows: Thirty tenth graders, twenty-

three eleventh graders, fourteen boys, and thirty-nine

girls. Under the old commercial regime a large majority

of the enrollment was composed of girls wilich partially
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accounts for the large rr of girls sampled in comparison

to trle boys.

TABLE VI

Rank of Problem Areas for
30 Tenth Grade Students

Problem No. dean No.
Area parked rked

Vi
3.1

4
2.7

4
5.2
2.5

3
7

2.2

HPD 102 6
PLR 10 5
SR 7
CSM 9
SPR 3
PPR 1 2
MR 10
HP 8
PVE 128 4
*SW 201 1
CTP 65 11

TOTAL 1227

now 12442
40.9

Table VI, which gives the ranking of the problem areas

for the sophomore class, shows adjustment to school work

far above all other areas in importance with en average of

6.7 problems per pupil. Personal and Psychological Relations

were second with a mean number of 5.2 problems per student

making; a drop of 1,5 problems per student between the first

and second areas in rank. There was another fairly large

drop between the se4:,Ird and third areas as Social Psycho-

logical Relations had an average of WI. problems checked per

There was little difference between Social Psycho-
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logical Relations and Future Vocat-. al and rducational

Plans which ranked iousth. But another narked drop oceurro

between the fourth and f = tth ranking as Finances, Living

Conditions, and Employment bad only 3.6 problems per student.

The other areas were fairly ce latent in Veir ranking.

Curriculum and Teaching Procedures troubled this group

the least which IIMA uncommon when compared with other

c.roups.

Problem
Areas

RPD
PLE
SEA
C3M
SPR
PPR
MR
up
PVE
1.3W
CT?

TOTAL

TABLE VII

Rank of Problem Areas for
23 Eleventh Grade Students

No.
Marked

181
168

8
82 10

.5

18 3
2
8.5

11
I.
1

7

RANGE 4-102

73

810.

n 1k).

arked.~10.
3.5
2.9
2.8
2.7

2.8
1.9
3.6
5.0
3.2

36.6

The only marked difference between the two classes was

the ranking of Curriculum and Teaching Procedures, the

eleventh grade ranked this area sixth and the tenth ranked

it last The ifference of problems for the mean
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number marked per pupil between the two grades was not sig-

nificant.

Further compari-on of the tenth and eleventh grade

tables shows the first five areas received identical ranking

with 2i.ttle variation in the degree of trouble round in

each area. The tenth grade tended to put more emphasis upon

the top areas while in the eleventh grade the deviation was

not so noticeable. Rome and Family troubled the older

students the least as compared to ei ghth in importance for

the younger group.

TABU': VIII

Rank of Problem Areas for ]1. Boys

Problem
AreaS

EPD
FLE
3IA
CSM
SPR
PPR
MR
HP
FVE
ASW
CTP

TOTAL

RANGE 9-59

Table VIII, which presents the boys' problem areas,

azain shows school adjustment to be the major worry. The

boys changed the pattern somewhat by putting Future

No.
Marked

36

23

2
94
33

5105

Mean ZIo.
Marked

i

2.
3.
3.3

11 2.0
6 .1
3
7.5 2.5
9.5 2.3
2 5.9
1 6.7
9.5 2.3

39.0



Miucational and Vocatinal ?Irma in second place in.:3tesd of

Personal ?sychological Relations rhich drooped to third in

importance for them. There was a notic:eable drop in the

mean number of problems checked between the seconl and third

areas. Courtship, Sex and Marriage troubled these boys

the least.

The 71rls were less worrisd about ture rduca-

t onal and Vocational Plans, ranking It sixth as compared

to second for the boys. The only other noticeable differ-

ence between the boys and Firls appeared in the areas. of

Courts hips Sox and Marriage, and Social Psycological

Relations.

TABLE IX

RBI! of Problem Areas for 39 Girls

Problem
Areas

Moan No.
Marked

HPD
PLR
SEA

147
122
112

3.8
3.1
2.9

0SY 114 7
SFR 174 3
PPR 204 2 .25.6
MR 102 10 2
HP 101 11 2.6
PVE 119 6 3.3
ASW 222 5.7
CT? 105 9 2.7

TOTAL 1522

RANGE 3.i2



Sc hool adjuatment was a:ain first for this group of

;.irls followed closely by Personal syehologieal Relations.

They seemed to be more troubled wi th Health and Physical

Development than the other ::roups. Boma and Family, and

Morals and ikeligion showed little difference in importance

and ranked last.

As so little variation in tLe rar7 f the problem

areas existed in the sub roues of this school the same

trends were prevalent when all students were brought to..

gether in Table. X. Little could be added about this table

that would not be repetWous of I Ivious interpretations.

TABL,S. X

Rank of Problem Areas for
Si Cleveland Students

Proble* No. Mean Ho.
Areas Marked Rank Marked

RFD
PLE
SRA
CSM
SFR
PPR

HP
FV
ASW
OTF

133 .5
17 b 3

3.3

8 7 3.0
2,7

2 3 4.1
2 2 5.0
136 9.5 2.6
334 11 2.5
201 4 3.8

1 J..0

9.5 2.6
316
138

'MAL 2068 39.0

8401112



The only variation shown by the students sampled at

Cleveland was the comparatively high ranking of fifth place

they breve to Health and Physical Development.

The small sampling of boys at Cleveland tended to throw

the percentages in Table XI comparatively high and also to

make more problems than usual. Only those problems which

were marked by half of either the tenth or eleventh grade

were selected.

Problems

TABLE K1

Problems of 14 Cleiroiand Boys

8 Boys 6 D ogs
10th Grade 11th Grade

Poor Teeth 33 50%
Needing a Job on vacat on 7 33(/
Wanting to earn some of my own

money
5..25

33%
Learning how to spend money wisely >tm_.! 50%
Wanting a more pleasing personality OA. rLosing my temper 6
Liminess 87% 1
Failing to go to church 50%
Restless to get out of school

and into a Job 38%
Deciding whether or not to go to

college 50%,
Donett know how to look for a Job 50b
Getting low grades 63%
Afraid of failing in school work 34
Not getting studies done on time 75%
Worrying about grades 6
Slow in reading 50%_,

Not spending enough time in study 5o7i.

67%

67%

67%

So%

1

6

Not getting studies done on time was marked by more

boys than any other problem. Slow in rewling, laziness,

and falling to go to church were three problems Which were
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peculiar to this group. The first two of these problems

belonged to the tenth grade as eihty-seven per cent were

troubled with laziness and fifty per cent checked slow in

reading. Poor teeth, restless to cat out of school and

into a job, and afraid of fail.n7 in school work troubled

the eleventh Eraders.

TABLE XII

Problems of 39 Cleveland Girls

22 Girls 17 Girls
Problems 10th Grade 11th Grade

antin4.7, to earn sorYe of my own
money 41% 35

Needing a job on vacations 45%, 14.1

Wanting a more pleasing personality
145%

.5?ii, .53
Too easily led by other people
?walla: too easily hurt

. 4

"gLosing my temper 1% 41%
Takin?', some things too seriously 50% 47%
worrying

Getting too excited

6,

% IAStubbornness 5% 24%
41%

Not knowing what I really want
141

18%
Afraid of failing in school work 4.5% 18%
Unable to concentrate when need to 2 35%
Difficulty with oral reports 65%
Worrying about grades
So often restless in classes gg

12%
24%

Dull classes 2u. 41%

wanting a more pleasin7 er3onality was the most

serious problem for the girls in this school. Table XII

also presents several problems which. were special to this

group. Stubbornness, worryin, 7ettinc too excited, and

flfficulty .1t1.-1 oral reports were seldom found to be very

hi Eh In importance for any other school or croup. Most of

the girls' major problems pertained to personal short.
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comings. The tenth graders placed more emphasis on a larger

number of these problems than did the eleventh graders.

Difficulty with oral reports and dull classes were the only

two which were checked by a much larger percentage of

eleventh graders than tenth graders. Worrying about grades

was the main concern of the tenth grade girls.

Table XIII shows little variation between the sopho-

more and junior classes in relative importance given to their

major problems. Difficulty with oral reports and getting

low grades were the only two problems which presented any

marked variation; the former was checked by sixty-one per

cent of the juniors as a-ainat thirty-seven per cant of the

sophomores, while the latter troubled forty-three per cent

of the sophomores but only thirteen per cent of the juniors.

TABLE XIII

Problems of 53 Cleveland Students

30 Pupils 23 Pupils
Problems 10th Grad& 11th Grade

Wanting to earn some of my own money 43%
Needing a job in vacation 53
Wanting a more pleasing personality 7
Feelings too easily hurt
Losing my temper
Taking some things too seriously
Worrying
Stubbornness
Failing to ge to church
Restless to get out of school and

into a job
Difficulty with oral reports
Unable to concentrate when I need
Getting low grades
Afraid of failing in school work
So often feeling restless in classes 3

o
L7%
4,4 39%
37 26%
5
27%

4_Y.,

.3

33% 30%
37 61%

to 30 39%
26%
26%
30%

35%
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a more pleas personality and stubbornness

bothered more Cleveland students than any other problem

on the check list. Stubbornness was a local problem for in

no other school had it bothered so many students. Losing

their timber also troubled twenty-four out of the fifty-

three students sampled. This school had more specific

problems peculiar to the local situation than any other

school in the city.

In answer to the question, "to you feel that the items

you have marked on the list give a well-rounded picture of

your problems?", ninety-one per cent of the students

sampled marked yes, six per cent no, and two per cent failed

to give any answer. The following quotations are a sample

of what the students added to make the picture of their

problems more complete t

"About the worst problem of mine is falling in
love too easily.

"I feel that the list of things rtentioned takes
care of most of my problems.

"The reason that I aometimes feel restUss in school
is because I often haven't enough to occupy my time
in classes."

"Not enough time to do all I would like to do in
school. I don't like to be treated like a person
who doesn't have a mind of his own."

"Adults who make me feel inferiorteachers included.
Not room for subjects I would like to take."

"I em conceited but it doesn't trouble me in the least."
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Seventy- seven per cent indicated they enjoyed 1

out the check list, fifteen per cent did not find it en.

joyable, and eight per cent left this question blank.

Fifty-eight per cent of the students indicated they

would like to have more chances in school to write auto

think about, and discuss problems of personal concern to

them.

In explaining how they felt on this question most of

the responses were of an affirmative nature. Many of the

students that did not want to talk about their problems in

school still felt they would like to confide in a close

friend or a member of their family. The following quota-

tions are a cross section of the students' explanations of

how they feel about revealing their problems in school:

"I think discussions would be a good idea, especially
If some understanding older person was in chtlrge.
It would help clear up a lot of my problems."

*When I write out and th,nlir over some of my problems
they seem so everyday and small that they don't
seem to bother me.'

would like to find out how T could * e come my
bad points.'

think this is a very wise idea, because some one
else may be troubled by the some thing that is
troubling me."

'It helps you to think more about your own problems.
It also makes you realise just what your problems
are.
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think i.t would be a good idea because in that way
you can get your problems off your chest and it
makes you feel you aren't the only one that has
problems. Also it would solve a lot of them and
bring out the facts about them."

"I feel it would give ma a great deal of confidence."

I believe in keeping my troubles to myself."

"I would like to do this sort of thing more often but
I do not want to discuss personal matters in the
classroom as I'm sure I would be too easily embarrass-
ed."

"I would like to discuss my problems with some young
person I know and trust they are right. I do not
like to discuss my personal problems in school."

I don't think it body's business except my beet
friends and my ram "

Wben asked if they would like to talk to someone about

some of the problems they had narked on the check list,

fiftp.eight per cent marked yes, thirty-six per cent no,

while six per cent gave no answer. Of the fifty- eight per

cent that wanted to talk to someone less than a third had

any particular person in mind to whom they would want to z7o.



FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL

In Franklin High School 54 students were sampled.

Twenty-eioht were sophomores and twenty-six juniors; by

combining the boys and girls from both groups a total of

twenty three boys and thirty-one girls was obtained.

TABLE XIV

Rank of Problem Areas for
28 Tenth Grade Students

Problem No.
Areas Raz*

HPD 87 10
FLE 119
SRA 127
CSU
SPR 2
PPR 3

HP
11

102
FVE 112
ASS' 152 1
CTP 97 8

TOTAL 1278

RANGE 3-163

Mean No.
Marked

4.5
3.2

3.0

5.
3.5

45.6

Table XIV shows the tenth graders of this school were

more co earned with Adjustment to School t:cork, with Social

Psychological Relations and Personal Psychological Relations

falling .lose behind. Morals and lielis:ion wore the least

of their worries but there existed little difference between

this area and Health and fhysical Development and Courtship,



Sex and garriage, which ranked tenth and ninth respectively.

Tie an number of. 45.6 problems per student was noticeably

hi her than the average of 29.8 for the eleventh grade.

TABLE 11,

Rank of Problem Areas for 25
El,?venth Grade Students

Problem Mean o.
Arils d Marked

BM 82 3.2
PIS 58 3 2.2
SRA 52 9 2.0
MU 63 24
aPR 79 Z

0

PPR 106 1 4:8
mn 411

11 1.7

PVE
EP N

66
. 366

6 2
ASW 97 2 3.7
CTP 75 5 2.9

TOTAL 775 29.6

RANGE 141

The eleventh grade problems center ed mostly in the areas

of Personal Psychological Relations, Adjustment to School

Work and Health and Physical Development. The most impor-

tent change from the tenth grade to the eleventh is the

concern of the eleventh graders over health problems. This

in** ranks third for this grav and tenth for the tenth

grade

The average giber of problems per area fair each group
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also varies to quite a de,ree. For ersvple Morale and

Relicion, which is last in importance for each group, was

checked by almost twice as many tenth graders as eleventh

graders

The boys of Franklin as a group found the area of School

Adjustment troubling them a great deal more than other areas.

In this area they averaged 4.8 problems per student while in

Curriculum and Teaching Procedure** the second area in in

portance* the average wax h. problems per student shin a

drop of almost Ono problem per student between the first two

areas.

TABLE XVI

Rank of Problem Area for 23 Boys

Problem No . Mean o.
Area .........

Warked Rank Marked

HPD 9 3.1 2.1
PLE 14..5 3.5
SRA 7 7 3.3

3PR 454. 34
CsM 2.3

g
3.7PPR

MR 2
HP 9.5 24
F s 79 6
ASW 111 I
CTP 91 2 4.0

TOTAL 825 35.9

RANGE 1-163

Realth and hysical voloPnrent ran- last in impor-
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tame for the boys, but the girls indicated this was fourth

in importance to them. The firls were less worried about

Finances, Living Conditions, and zmployment ranking this area

tenth while with the boys it tied for fourth.

Personal Psychological Relations was the area in which

the girls found most concern; the boys ranked this area

third with an average of 3.7 problems as a!,:ainst 5 problems

for each girl. Social and Psychological Relations also was

a girls' problem in this school. The average number of

problems for each girl was four more than the average for

the boys.

TABLE XVII

Rank of Problem Areas for 31 Girls

Problem No. Mean No.
Areas Marked Rank Izarked

RPD 120 4 3.9
pm 97 iv 3.1
SRA 102 6 3.3
CSN 8.
SPR 2 41
PPR 15 1 .o
mil 73 11

8.5 3.2
2.

mo 99
4

PVE 101 7
A 3 4
CTP 111 5 3.6

TOTAL 1238 39.9

RANGE 16-81

The Franklin Students sad no deviation from the norm

in the ranking of the problem areas. Adjustment to School
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Work and Personal Pay':hological P a -ions were the two most

crucial areas with Morals and e1 ion being of least con.

cern. Rolle and Family and Courtship, Sex and Marriage were

checked by an equal number of students and were tied for

ninth in importance. Eanh stulent in the school had an

average of 33 problems marIced on the check list.

TABLE XVIII

Rank of Problem Areas for
54 Franklin Students

Problem
Area

No.
arked

HMO 169
?LE 177
SRA 179
CSU 1.53
SPE 223
PPR 240
UR 126
HP 3
Pr=
ASW 29
CTP 202

TOTAL 2053

RANGE . 63

Rank
Mean No.
Marked

3.1
3.3

9.5
3

,4
401

2 4
3.1 2.

5
9.5

.6

3.7

38.0

In =akin orison of the ranking of the problem

areas of Frankl with ts other schools of the city it was

found that there was not enough variation to point out any

area which was peculiar to the local situation. The average

number of problems maezed by each student is sli 1,t/y hi °her

than the average for all schools. The range from one to
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-throe shows a wiJe variation in the indi.

tha

follow give the pec . is problem

the 3tudente found troubled t, .cry the most. Table XIX

prevents problems bothering tl:e and Table XX the girls,

prciblems. Table XX/ gives the problem common to the tire

school.

Problems

Raving to ask parents for money
Wanting to earn some of my own roney
Learning bow to spend money wisely
Unsure of my social etiquette
Getting into arguments
Wanting a more pleasin- per:onality
Worrying
Restless to set out of school into

a job
Tryins to break of a bad habit
Sot ependinf7 enough tine in study
Worrying about grades
Dull classes

TAZI, XIX

Problems of 23 Franklin Boys

13 toys
10th Grade

3%

3
31%
38%
38%
38%

10 Boys
llth Grade

50%
20%

10%

10%
30%

10%
Cifg

50%

LID%

The eleventh grade boys had few problems of any impor-

tance. Learning bow to save money was definitely a problem

for eleventh grade boys. Dull classes and not spending

enough time in study were the only other problems which con-

cerned this group, but they were also checked by over one-

third of the tenth grade boys. Getting into arguments

bothered one-half the tenth graders but was not checked by



one eleventh 7rade boy. Problems In,-,olvinc money or those

co;7ineeted with the school were cecied more than others.

The girls presented any ;:lroblems of isportmee as

twrmty-three problems were checed by ovr, a third of this

group.

TA7Lly XX

Problems of 31 Prank lin Girls

Problems

Being overweizht
Warting to earn some of ny own

money
Nee dine a job on vacations
Being ill at seta at social

affairs
Awkward in meeting people

15 Girls
10th Grade

wondering if find a s:Itable
mate

Wonderinr if ever vet -:arried
Wanting a more pleasin: personality
Losim7 by temper
Taking something too seriously
Not taking some things seriously

enough
Sometimes wishing I had never

belen bore
Afraid of making mistakes
Lacking self-confidence
Can't forget some mistakes

I've made
Wondering what becomes of people

when they lie
Parents not understandinf; me
Wondering what be like ten
years hence

Worryinr about grades
Difficulty with oral reports
Afraid to speak up in class
discussions

So oft^n feel restless In classes

27%

60%

rl%
140%
2
47%

33%

1!7

33%

4Q%

27p
4 7';

40%
27

16 Wrls
11th Grade

38%

30%
3

2

3
69%

1Q0,
-7vP

56%
38%

50%

38%
19%

31%
19%

39
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T:,e tenth !,-rado chief rorrics wore wan tin to

earn :7-ie of tnir own money and IA dirk- a job on vacatIone.

These wore also che ' :red by over of the e/ev-anth traders

of this -Toup. T reason for 4.he decrease In Ir-por ance

of these two inter -rely ted problems rout d be that many of

the rls have vacation jobs rhile the sophomores are

just ontcring the a7;(1 when they can earn some of their own

money by working during, the surer eriods.

The most outstanling difference between the two grades

was in wondering if Toll find a suitable mate, wondering

if I'll ever get married, wondering what I'll be like ten

years from now, and difficulty with oral reports. These

were all checked by over halt of the sophomores but by 25%

or less of juniors. Feeling restless in classes seened to

be the only -roblem that definitely belonged to the !tinier

girls. Ta%ing things too seriously was the outstanding

problem for all girls; in contrast, not taking some things

seriously enough was also checked by 35% of the girls

The number of important problems diminished as the boys

and girls were combined. The reason was the many problems

which, were important to boys were not to ,irle and vice

versa.
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TABLE XXI

Problems of 54 Franklin Students

28 Pupils 26 Pupils
Problems 10th Grade 11th Grade

Wanting to earn some money of my own 60% 31%
Needing a job during vacations 53% 19%
Awkward in meeting people 3 8%
Getting into arguments 43% 11%
Wanting a more pleasing personality 14.6% 23%
Takin: some things too seriously 4L% 50%
Afraid of making mistakes 39A 38/i
Cantt forget some mistakes Pim made 36% 31%
Wonderin what be like ten

years from now 36% 27%
Worrying about grades 39% 31%
So often feel restless in class 32% 38%

Taking things too seriously was the most important

problem for this school. The second in importance was

wanting to earn some of their own money but was definite-

ly more important to the tenth graders as twice as nany

in this grade checked this problem as eleventh graders.

Awkward in meeting people and getting into arguments

were two more problems which worried the sophomores more

than the juniors. The first of these problems was proba-

bly due to lack of social maturity of the younger group.

Eighty -three per cent of the students indicated they

felt the check list gave a well-rounded picture of their

problems,

Added information which made pictures of their prob-

lems more complete are presented below. The first three

quotations are from girls, the latter from boys.
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*I get easily upset and then get sick to my stomach.*

"Although I am quite active in school affair* I do not
have the self-confidence I desire. I am more likely
to be a trifle shy and receding, letting the others
step into the limelitht, although I seem to have many
friends,*

"I feel miserable all day if I wear something I don't
like. I feel ill at ease and unhappy because of this.*

*These things I have narked do not worry me hardly at
all.*

I am confused with my future, Why I was born and what
to do to clear my obligation to God and my parents and
the fellow human being. I went someone to tell me how
to better myself such as a psychiatrist."

"I don't have many problems but the ones I do have are
really problems."

righty-eight per cent of these students indicated they

enjoyed filling out the inventory. Of the twelve per cent

who did not enjoy filling out the crack list, ten per cent

were boys.

Seventy-nine per cent wanted more chances in school to

write out, think abut and discuss matters of personal con-

cern to them. The following quotations are the students*

responses when asked to explain how they felt on this ques-

tion. The responses have been divided into three sections,

those with a negative reaction, those which tend to put their

problems on an individual basis, and those who lean toward

group discussion of their prob14;ns. The following are nega-

tive reactions;



think that a person should talk matters of this kind
over with his parents and preacher."

°I don't think you should express your personal affairs
with other people, especially ones you're not well
acquainted with."

would rather express my personal problems with my
family and friends than my teachers."

These student reactions stressed the persons to whom they

wished to tell their problems rather than not wanting to dis-

cuss things that bothered them. If the correct rapport were

established, these students might feel free to talk to anyone

that could help them. In these cases it would be the duty of

the teachers or counselor to know and understand the student

better so they would feel at ease and have confidence with

him.

The following quotations tended to put more strews an

group discussions of their problems. Students such as these

would receive a great deal of help from group counseling and

want the opportunity to talk with other students having sim

iler problems.

I think it's good to problems out ad think
about them and compare them with problems of others."

"To me a class room is a good place for these kind of
problems because I can't talk freely to my mother and
the teacher and room make up for that."

"If you have an oral discussion you could hear about
the problems of the rest; maybe theirs would le about
the some."

3ecause it is interesting to find outcut how other people
feel about the same thing you are puzzled about.



"I think it helps a lot to discuss this type of thing
for it gives you encouragement to work out your own
problems and more confidence when you know what other
people besides yourself have the same problems as you."

"I believe every high school should discuss personal
problems and their solutions in a general way, so as
to gain a better knowledge of them, and therefore make
a truly better citizen in the communit y.*

"I think they should have better sex education."

f hese students want and need help in solving their prob-

lems and are willing to use the help of their fellow members

in the solution of their problems.

The last group did riot reveal whether they would or

would not be willing to join in a group situation to find

help, but put the solution of their problems an a more per 4'.

sonar, basis, as indicated in the following quotations

"It helps the kids analyie themselves.*

"A good education does no ,-ood unless you understand
yourself fully."

*cause it might help no solve my problem,"

think it gives the individual an opportunity to
really stop and analyse themselves when it is brought
out in the open."

I would like to be able to take more to my counselor
about my vocation and studies I feel I don't need or
should have. I don't think there are enough Qom.
selore to supply the school."

I think that it gives the studout a chance to think
about these things and see if he can find a way to
help him get over things that are bothering him."

Seventy.three per cent of these students wanted to talk

to someone about their problems, but over half of this group



bad no particular person with wham t .acy would like to talk.

In other words ball of the students wantinc help with their

problems had no one to whom they could discuss these na ters.

Seventeen per cent indicated they did not want to talk to anyw

one and five per cent felled to check this question.
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111LS POLYTNI" EIGE SCH30L

This high school row y represented the girls equival-

ent to Benson Polytechnic High School an as such presented

the same selectivity in the eampling. There were no geo-

graphical boundaries within which the enrollment was con

fined, as any girl living in the city could enroll in this

school The curriculum hasised trade courses which would

enable the student to prepare for her vocation rather than a

more generalised education. However, the college entrance

requirements are met so that any Eirl graduating could o on

to a higher institution of learning if she desired.

Table XXII gives the ranking of areas for the tenth

grade. These girls had more problems per student than any

other single group sampled in this study, with en average of

56.1 problems per cirl. Adjustment to School vrork Personal

Psychological Relations and Finances, Living Conditions, and

Employment were the three most important areas with an

average of six or over problems in each area per pupil. All

other areas were relatively hifb in concern except Courtship,

Love, and Marriage, and Morale and Hellion which dropped

considerably in the average number of problems marized.

Curriculum and Teaching 2rocedures troubled the tenth

grade more than the eleventh grade, as did Adjustment to

School Woz,k. health and Igsical Development appeared to be

an area which troubled the eleventh graders as the ranked



It third in importance ains ninth for the tenth grade.

TA:I.E XXII

Rank of Problem Areas For
26 Tenth Grade Girls

Problem
Area

IMINIMININIft111,10000101

HP!)

PLE
SRA
CSM
sPR
PPR
MR

No.
Marked Rimk

OMMINOMIONOWNS ~11..
121 9
155 3
150 14.

94. 10
11r, 6
159 2
70 11

an No.
garked

4011.11MIMOMMINIMMINONIM

467
6.0
5.8
3.6
5.3
6.1
2.7

HP HT z klWE
ASW 0 1 6.5
07.47 1119 5 5.7

TOTAL 1455 56.1

RANGE 11-148

The eleventh grade girls found the areas of Personal

Psychological Relations and Social Psychological Relations,

and Health and Physical Development the areas troubling them

most There was very little difference in importance for

there was only a variation of three problems in the total

number marked between these three areas. Adjustment to

School Work which is usually first or second in importance

was only sixth. Morals and Roli7lon and home and Family,

which ranked seventh and eighth were usually last in impor-

tance to other groups. Althouch this group had fifteen less

problems per student than the girls in the tenth grade their

averace ef 10..4 was still high as compared to other schools.



TA LT XXIII

Rank of Problem Areas For
32 1..;lventii Grade Girls

rzobl.m No. .4 No.
Area Marked Rank Marked

1L3
PLE 139
SA 101
CST C8
SFR 149
PPR 151
MR 102
HP 103
PIE 137
ASI7 113
CTP 90

TOTAL 1326

RANGE 5-189

45
? 40
9 3.2

11 20
2 4.6
1 4.7
3 3.2
7 44.

5 03
6 3.5
10 2.0

144

Boy and Girl Relationships and Curriculum and Teaching

Procedures were the areas of least concern for these girls.

Tale XIX gives the totals for these two classes in the

relative Importance of the problem areas. When these two

groups were combined they tended to bring the relative iu
portance of the areas closer together. To illustrate, Social

Psycholocical Relations, which was third for both classes.

was second for the eleventh grade and sixth for the tenth

grade.



TAL,LE XXIV

Rank of Problem A,reaa Por
53 Girls

Problem No.
Area narked

HPD 269
imn 294
SRA 2
CSM 182
SPR 287
PPR 310
xn 172
NIF 235
PVE 261
A= 281
CTP 239

TOTAL 2781

nAaGL: .189

5
2

10
3
1

11

6

Mean No.
Marked

4,6
.1

4.3
.1

5.3*9
.0

4.5
.8

4.1

47.9

iFion Morals, and Boy and Girl Rei a,t ionships mere

the least concern of all the students being much lover than

the other swells. The avers e of 1,.7.9 problems per pupil was

the highest in the city and indicated the cir/s in this

school are more troubled than students in other schools.

The range of 5 to .189 was the largest variation among any of

the schools.

Table XV presents the most i portent pr b e r a and the

per cent of each grads that narked these problems. Because

of the large number of problems marked by each student there

was an unusual number of major importance.
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Problems

TULT: VKV

Problems of Axle
Polytechnic agh Sehool Students

26 Girls 32 Girls
10th Grade 11th Grade

Poing ove rweight 507, 45";

Weak eyes 14; dl
Poor teeth 3A:

Not being very attractive physically
Wanting to earn some of my own money 54%
Getting money for education beyond

high shhool 35%
Having to ask parents for money 31%
Too few nice clothes 58%
Needing a job in vacations
Wanting a more pleasing personality
Feelings too easily hurt
Lominr my temper L8%
Taking stone things too scrlously 20%
Afraid of asking mistakee 29%
Failing to go to Omura 39%
Talking beck to my parents 29%
Lacking work experience to get a job 3 14-Z:
Deciding Whether or not to ;:o to

college 19% 39%..._,

Trouble with mathematics W, 34i
So often el restless in classes 34r= 29%
Leh hour too short 35', 39%
Teachers doing too nuch of the

talking 46% 145;7,'

Dull classes

5

45%
39%
20%
52%
29%

waiting to earn some of their own money was checked by

over half of the girls sampled and was far ahead of other

problems for both grades. Felnc overweight was checked by

almost half of the cirls which would appear that somewhere

in their sohool environment they were made weiz3ht 0oscl.74s#

The large nurser that marked not beinz very attractive physi-

cally and poor teeth would also lead to the assumption that
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these girls are very conscious about their physical attri

butes. Weak eyes troubled forty-five per cent of the

eleventh graders; whether this bothered them because

glasses made them unattractive or because they needed

glasses was not ascertained. Aside from the problems con-

cerning Health and Phymical Development there were few

problems that were of a local nature. Losing my temper,

failing to go to church, and talking back to parents were

the other outstanding problems belonging to this ochool.

Binety per cent of the signified the Problem

Check List gave a well rounded picture of their problems.

A large number of students sdded further data to make the

picture of their problems more complete than in any other

school. Wait of these responses were concerned about being

in love. The following quotations were selected as a rep-

resentative sample of all of the responses Ivan.

"My problems aren't too serious and I think that
given more time I will be able to see them
throu .

"I worry too much when I tiro with a boy as to whether
or not I'll marry him. I get too serious over the
bey, when I should be going with him just for fan.

I can't wait toget married. *Me have such wonder-
ful plans and are so in love."

"I am generally confused in ascertaining what is
really right and wrong. I feel that I cannot depend
upon, religious or social beliefs but that I must make
up my vets mind. I as confUsed as to whether I want
marriage, a home and family, or a career the worst.
I make up my mind one way only to chane it to the
other.*
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"I hav t little social life because I hay, to help
my mother in working for her so she can make a go of
it."

"Sometimes I worry boat getting enough money to
travel and do some of the things I want to do."

Only venty-one per cent of this group enjoyed f ling

out the list. Elsven per cent avoided answering the

que tion

ixty t ro pet cent wanted further opportuni ty to write

think about,, and, discuss matters of personal concern to

enty..six per cent indicated they did not care to

distcaesa their problems any further and twelve per cent

omitted this question. he following quotations are bow

some of the cirls felt about getting arther help in the

solution of their problems.

"It's good training to work out your problems."

"For one reason I do not believe shat happens in my
personal life is anyone else's concern but mine and
my parents."

"I don't think it's anyo busine

I don't care to tell other people my problems.

"I feel that if you are required to tyo to school they
should in return give you a chance to explain bow
you feel about things. sacra as having a class just
for such ourpmees."

"Yes, I would like to discuss It in a club."

it would help hi -h school students a lot more
s project were carried out more and more. It
a person to g et a lot of the problems troubling
t into the open. And also gives the teacher an

a of what might be troubling a student."
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"I believe that the high schools should have a more
rounded counseling service. Many students are faced
with problems too big to face alone. Expert advice
on certain matters would be greatly appreciated.

I think it would be a very good idea because there
are any people that can't discuss their problems at
home.*

"I think it would help me more it I could discuss my
problems more often and to get the opinions of
others. I think other students would benefit by it
too.°

Again it was difficu t to single Out responses that should

be selected to represent the group. Many of the girls

wrote lengthy answers which were avoided in favor of the

shorter, more concise testimoni ls.

Fifty per cent of the pupils wante3 a chsnos to

discuss their problems with someone, twenty -four per cent

did not wish to talk about their troubles and twenty-one

per cent omitted this question. Of the f'fty-five per

cent that wanted to talk to aomeone only twenty per cent

know of any ono they could to alp.
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In Grant Eigh School there were fifteen boys and

thirt -one girls sampled or over twice as many girls as

boys. As the classes which were given the check lists

were selected at random, there was no way in determining

the number of boys or girls in each class before the check

lists were administered. How ver, the only difficulty en.

countered- in havInF:7 this small sampling was in preeentine

the specific problems troubling the boys as It tended

to nAaKe the percentage of students marking each problem

ioomparatively high. The tenth and eleventh grades were

evenly divided, each lavine twenty-three students, meking

a total of forty-six.

Table XLVII shows adjustment to school work was t:e

number one area in concern for the tenth graders. Problems

of a social nature appeared to be a source of worry for

this group as social Psychological Relations and Social

and Recreational Activities ranked seconl and third respect -

ively. Morals and Religion, which was seventh in impor-

tance, ranked comparatively high as compared with other

schools. T?lere was little difference between this area

and Personal Psych logical Relations 7uld Curriculum and

Teachin Fro:is:lures wbich were ranked fifth and sixth

Problems concerning Morals and Hfqlr:lon as a rule :meld
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little concern for other f.roups sampled. Finances, Living

Conditions, and Employmc_nt was correspondingly low in impor

tance as compared with other groups.

There was a marked drop in the average number of

problems marked for the last fir areas; an average of nine

tenths of a problem difference existed between : orals nd
hel!i-ion in seventh place, and Courtship, Sex, fared Warriage

in eighth place but only five-tenths of a -rAlem separated

Courtship, Sex and rriage and .skle aid Family which was

ranked eleventh.

TI average of 38 problems per student for the tenth

grade was tbe hijaest for any group in this school.

TAI7LE XXVI

Rank of Problem Areas for
23 Tenth Grade Students

Problem
Amts Marked Rank

keen No.
Marked.

UPD 53 9 2.5
?LE 52 2.3
SRA 96 4.2
GSM 2.6
Spa 14.5
PPR 3.7
!11 61 3.5
RF 49 2.1
FVE
ASW

56
113 1 /1.7L.9

CTP 83 6 3.6

OIAL 875 .0

RANGE 3.



The eleventh grade found Ad ustmcnt to School V_ork

tl'Avir main source of trouble followed by The Future;

Vocational And Educational. ?roblems involving Rome and

Family wore the least concern for this crade as well as

te tenth grade.

TABLE XXVII

Rank of Problem Areas for 23
Eleventh Grade Students

Problem
Areas

No,
Marked

EPD 69
?LE 65
SRA 68
Csm 514-

SPR 69
PPR 32
LM 52
YTP 53
FVE 36
ASW 101
CTP 62

TOTAL 761

RANGE 8-85

Rank

4.5
7
6

10
11

2
1
8

5

Pean o.
Marked

3.0
2.8
2.9
2.3
3,0
3.6
2.3
2.3
7

2.7

33.1

56



TAL XXV I

of Problen Areas for 15

Problem
Area

EPD
?LE
Sty
CSM
SPR
PPR
YR
UP
?VP
,SSW

CTP

1 TAL

I 3- 5

ys

No. Mean No.
Marked Rank Larked

35
37

8
7 2.

2.3
5

53 4 3.5
33 10 2.2

9 2.)

6
3.4
2.9

30 11 2.0
55 2

1 44.6
3 3.6

495 33.0

57

There existed 11 tle difference between the boys and

girls in the it ranking of the problem areas » The widest

variation appeared in Social Poyeholor7ioal Relations which

the boys ranked ninth and the Iris second. Curriculum

and Teaching Procedures also owed soe. variation as tile

boys ranked this area third and tn. }Tiris sixth in impor..

tance. Both ::roups found ti;e1r chief worries were in Ad-

lustmont to School work and had least trouble with problems

involving Eoze and Family. Pinances Living Coalitions,

d .rIployment w s low when compared A.th the rarking riven

it by other groups, being in ninth plate for the girls and

eighth for the boys.
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"A,,BLE XXIX

,roblem
Amite

len Areas for 31 Girls

. o. Mean Rio.
!,/arked Rank Marked

1117 90 7 2.9
LE 82 9 2.

S1A 111 5 3.6
csu 80 10 2.6
SPR 139 2 4.5
PPR 125 4.0
VR 59 2.9
IT 72 11 2.3
FVE 117 3.8
ASV 145 1 .7
CTP 91 6 2.9

TOTAL 1141 36.8

RAN=

T'abls XXX presents the rankinn of the problem areas

for all the students sampled in Grant Ilith :chool The

most outstanding feature for the problem area for this

school was the emphasis put upon Adjustment to School

There were thirty- eight MOT* problems checked in this area

than to Personal Psychological Relations, the second in

rank; whereas there was only a A.fforence of four problems

between the second area and Futurel Vocational and Edu

cational, yldch ranked ourth. The areas of ourtship.

Sex., and itirriato, and aole sld Family were the areas of

least con-ern to tese stuaents. The mean number of 35.4

problems per pupil vas close to c average for all schools.
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TA

Rank of Problem Areas for
46 Grant Students

Problem
Areas

-o.
Marked

Mean
Marked......

HPD 127 8 2.8
?LE 117 9 2.5
31a 1614 5 3.6
CSU 113 10 2.5
3PR
PPR

173
176

3
2 3.8

UR 133 7 2.9
RIP 102 11 2.2
?YE 172 .7
A37i 214 1 4.7
GT? 1)45 6 3.2

TAAL 1636

RANGE 3442

As was pointed out before, the small aemplin of boys

from this school tended to make the percentage that -narked

spec fie problems comparatively high.

Having too short a lunch hour was the main concern

for this roue. Gettinc money for an education beyond

hirh school, worrying and learninc how to save money,

troubled the eleventh grade, while awkward in meeting oeopls

and :°;:einr unable to concentrate when tliey needed to were

problems concerning tLe tenth r:rado boys.
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Problems of 15 Or t ,crys

9 Boys
0th Grade

LearnInc how to save money 22%
Awkward in meeting people
Learning how to spend money wisely 33%
Getting money for education
beyond high school 11%

Awkward in making a date 144%
Unsure of my social etiquette 22%
Takin;:' some things too seriously 555,
Worrying 22%
Wondering what I will be like

ten years from now 33%
Needinr to decide on an

oceulAtion 44g
Not spenin.v e,-Iough time in study 22%
Unable to concentrate 4ren
need to

Lunch hour too short
Dull classes
So or tfm feel restless in classes

6 Boys
th Grade

67%
17%
50%

67%
33%
50%
50%
67%

50%

33%
50%

17%
50%
33%
50%

rls of this school had more problems than usual

that bothered a large ercentage of then. rttj ng to earn.

sons of th it own money* not spendin, enough time in study,

and worrying about grades were their main problems. The

first of those three problems was more of a concern of the

tenth crude as sixty-four per cent of t1:at group checited

It as t thirty-five per cent of the eleventh grade.

akin some i'lings too seriously and afraid to speak

up in class discussion were definitely eleventh grade

problems. tenth grade girls followed the usual trend

of Lavinc more problem tLan older cirls. 17.rty-
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three per cent of the tenth 'red girls checked trouble with

matLematics and disliking certain persons Whereas only six

and twelve per cent respectively of the eleventh grade

girls marked these problens.

ALL XXXII

Problems of 31 Grant Girls

14 =.1.rls 17 k,Jrls
Problems 10th Grade 11th Grade

Being overweight
Wanting to earn sa,e of my

can me:ley
Needin; a lob in vacations
Na:Iiiv; a good appearance clib

Boy friend 43%
Wanting a more pleasing

36% la$

61Z 15%if
41%
13%

personality 50% 22%
Lacking leadership ability 4.Q10n?+? hi%
TakinE some things too serlously 11 rf iil%
Afraid of making mistakes 4 23%
Lackinr: self confidence 0% 22%
Disliking certain persons 12%
Living up to my ideal 4 La%
Wondering if I will be a success

in life
Not spendin enough time In study
eorrying about grades
Afraid to speak up in class

liscussions
4Trouble ith mathematics

Unable to concentrate when I
need to

36% 35%
54 i; 15%
50% (47%

14,P hl %

113% 4%

13%
43..%

orrying about grades, 1ing =able to oncentrate

when needed to, and wonderinr if they will be a success

in life were the only -roblemm with rLich the girls had

the same relative concern.
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3.any ;.,roblems which appeared t. be bothering this

roup were rarely found troub1th 1r1s from other schools.

Lin u) to my ideal., boy fri&A., I n overwe101t, afraid

to speak up in class dlot::us3lons, and :akin g a rood appear.

ance were the most outstandin.

TakinE.. some things too seriously, not spendin enough

time in study, and unable to concentrate when they need to

were the only 'iroblems the Lirla and 'Loy* of this school

Lad In coon

TA:21.1', XXXIII

Problems of 5';C; Grant Students

23 Pupils 23 Ilipils
Problems 10th 4.ade llth Grade

.. .

Din- overweiht 3Z 302;
'0,-slAing to earn SirVae of my own
money 43% 30%

NeedinL: a job in vacation 30% 30%
r;t1,nting a more pleasin
pers6ality 39% 2;';

Lacking in leafiership ability 26% --tri;
/I fr,

Takinai some things too sor104 43%
Lackine self confidence 43, 2
7ondering what I will be like

ten year* from now 22%
Not spendin cf.ow;h tIne in study
Worryins about grades 39%A L%
Unable to concentrate when .i.
need to 30%

So often feel restless in classes 3ii 34%
Lunch hour too short 39 17%

fen the boys and iris were 'orouz,:ht together in the

above table many of the roblems were cancelled out, for

es was :tioned before, th-re were few problems they had
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in cOmman Not spemaine. enaw:h tine in study and worrying

about grades were the chief x7.blems for this sohool

1.4st of the problems were checed by a relatively equal

number of students from each class, the only exceptions

being lunch hOur too Snort and lackW self conflAence

wtich were both tenth grade worr.tes. Being overweight and

too short a lunch hour were problems seldom found in oter

schools.

Eighty-seven per cent of the students sampled at Grant

felt tie Items checked on the inventory Fetve a well rounded

picture of their problems, six-and.a-half per cent answered

no to this question and the same number failed to give an

answer. The junior girls were the only group that felt

Utat the Items checked did not cover all their probles.

Wle quotations listed below are a sample of wilt the

students added to make the picture of their problems more

complcte:

"I ;:,7.sep wof:derine if there really is a God. I want
to 1.411eve in Cod but I keep wonderin-z. Maybe It's
because I don't go to church enough."

"I fool that in some cases my parents are too strict
Itb Tte. My parents feel I aould be in at a cer-
tain time and it isn't always possible, sometirles
they don't understam!. ()ther arents do, most of
tc tine."

'y and I don't agree on the kind of ocrson
I want to be. Espec's ly in choosin a vocnto7."



"I worry too much about 'zlleas ring up to ,ny ideal,
about hurting others' feolings and being disap-
pointed in people. I fet,1 :;o:-Jflased an awful lot
and wish I could Asderstand more thines."

"Taking music lessons. rj:Ired of practicing. I don't
want it for a vocatlixl."

y.three per cent of ti Al students ir,licated they

enjoyed filling out the 31st, flfteen per cent did not

enjoy it and two per cent omitted the Isestion.

In answer to the question, ilould you like to have

more hances in school to write out, think about, nd

discuss natters of personal con to you?" fifty-seven

per cent answered yes, forty-one per cent no, and too per

cent gave no answer. Mere were many responses to tt:is

problem from this school, below are listed the explana-

tions of how the students felt that wanted more oppor-

tunity to receive help with teir problems.

"It helps ever so much to talk to nsmeone s'oput my
;:roblems who understands."

"stAents discuss these problems amoni7: temsalves
but we hardly ever have a Chance to discuss them
with adults outside the family. I think it's
easier to talk ith some adult that realises we
are kids and don't want a lot of old fashioned
ideas."

"I think it gives oe a cLance to analyze his orn
problems and to try to fIn a solution for tlx

"I think it would be a good idea to discuss pe.
nal problems because .e.n you hear someone else's
you realize that yours could be much worse and
you appreciate what you have much msre."
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"I 'would really appreclate a cl'Iance to learn how
personal problems can be solved by the individual."

rI think more classes on hoe 2roblems and personal
ones would be ;ocid. Y e have discussed soe of
these in health class this year and I have enjoyed
it."

The following quotations are a sa plin: of how the

students felt that did not w-Int to bring teir nersonal

problems out in seLoolt

rI can 1.erk out my own fa,oblems by myself or 'J-ith
my fanny."

ri feel t!ilt our sW7,00l ystem gives us piety of
op.ortunity to express ourselves if we care to. I
talk plenty but anyone else has the same rits."

atter tor home not school."

"I don't think anyone else can help me with my
proble:%s. I must rL them out for myself."

"I believe these 2roblems can best be settled by
the individual person. I know myself I don't
enjoy 41scussing personal problems with someone
I Lardly know."

Twenty.-one of the frJrty..91x attvionte or forty-elx

per cent of the students sampled wanted to talk to so,7qe-

one about the 7roblems the had Ylarked on the list. Fifty

par c.7,4-4 did Lot want to talk -Ith any one and four per

cent expressed no choice. Otay eights or thirtlt

per cent of the twenty-pone students who wanted t3 talk to

someone had any person in mind th whom tey Y:t)I_11d like

to talk.
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There were fifty students sarTled at efferson

School, 'Lich were divided into the following sub- groups:

Twcnty-six tenth graders, wenty-four eleventh graders,
twenty-five boys, and twenty -five rjrls.

TABLE XXXIV

Ranking of Problem Areas for
26 Tenth Grade 3tudents

Problem
Areill

i.c.

arkpd,
Mean
Marked

BPD
PTA

14?
42

1.9
1.6

S A 32 1.2
CSM 30 10 1.2
SPR 40 6 1.5
PPR 49 2.5 1.9
MR 33 7 1.3
HP 32 3,5 1.2
FIFE

ASW
CTP

26

7;5
44.

11
1

1.0
3.2
1.7

TOTAL 453 17

RANGE 11+39

The above table is outstanding in tat the average

number of )2..oblems marked per student is the lowest in the

city. The eleventh grade vroup at Benson was nearest with

an average of 24.6 as compared to 17.14 for this group.

P-arther data from this group could need to be acquired

before any conclusions could be reached as t the cause
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for such a variation.

Although there were few preb o s a srd, Adjustment

to 3chool ':ark was still the area in which these students

needed the most help. filler* was a n_ticeable drop between

this area and health and ?hysical aevelopment and ersonal

Psychelo-leal Relations which were tied for second place.

Aside from Adjustment to School -ork ttiere was no other

area which was outstaniirvly high or low.

Health and Physical Devc-lement and orals and

licion were high in comparison to croups from other

scluools as they seldom placed so much emphasis upon these

areas. The Puture: Vocational lnd iducational held the

least co :corn for this group .

The only major variation between e tenth and

eleventh grades WSJ in the area of The Future: Vocat a

and Educational; the eleventh grade ranked it second,

whereas the tenth grade ranked it eleventh.



TABLE XXXV

Ranking of Problem Areas for
24 rleventh GratiJ Students

Problem
Areas Marked

RPD 43
PLE 7
SRA
CSM 2
S'.41 52
PM
MR
HP
FITE 7
HMV
CTP to

TOTAL 6o8

RANGE 14.71

Rank
Mean No.
Marked

6 2.0
4 2.
7.5 1.

11 1.1
5 2.2
3 2.9

10 1.5
7.5 1.8
2
1 ..38'

9 1.7

25.3

The average of 25.3 problems per student for the

eleventh grade was 7.9 problems per student above the

tenth grade but still represented the lowest average

number of problems for any eleventh grade group in the

city.



TABLE WV

Rank of Problem Area for 25 Boys

Problem No. 3 can No.
Areas Marked Rank Marked

orwromeMMIIMIONI.

TOP 43 5 1.9
FM

PI
2.5 2.

SEA 4, 6 1.8
C3M 39 9.5 1.6
SPR 38 11 1.5
PPR ri, 2.0
UR
HP
Firs

ASV
CTP

TOTAL

RANGE 11-71

39 9.5
57 2

110 1
40 3

566

TABLE XXV I

Rank of Problem Area for 25 s

1.6

4
1.

22.6

Problem No. Moan Zo.
Area, ,arked Rank Marked

HDP 19 4 2.0
PLE 7 1.7
311A 31 9 1.2
CSM Li 0.7
S?R M 3 2.2

111 10 is*
PPR 2 2.7

g
HP
PE

1

8
5.5 11V

ASW 3.2
CTP t4 5.5 1.8

OTAL 491 19.6

aANGE 1.43



More was little difference between trie respective

ranking given the problem areas by the boys and girls of

this school. Adjustav:nt to School ork was their nein

aurae of trouble. The only variation was ;'oc.ial

Psychological Relations which the girls ranked third and

the boys last. l 4. was uncomon for toss boys to find so

few problems in this area that concerned them.

In covparing the average number of problems marked for

each student it was found that the girls had fewer than the

boys Rhich was not the usual trend in of .sr schools.

TABLE =NM

Rank of Problem Areas for 50
Jefferson Righ Students

Problem
re

C
SIR
PPR
MR
HP
PVE
ASW
CTS'

TuTAL

RANGE 4-71

No.
barked

97
99
76
56
92

118
68
76

101

1057

11
6
2

10
3.5
3
1
7

Mean No.
ked

1.9
2.0
1.5
1.1
1.8
2,4

1.5
.4

2.0
3.8
1.7

21.1

The only local limitation found in the studenta

ed at Jefferson was the comparatively few problems
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mar3 ed for each s t nt. The average of 21.1 problems for

each student was far below the city average. Closest to

this fi;:ure was Denson Polytecnic H # chool with 27.5

problems per pupil.

As in many othe a ©ors, Adjustm at ork

ranked far above all th as in importance. Personal

Psychological Problems ranked second with ,ourtship, Sex,

and !-arriege, the area in which these students marked the

fewest number of problems of concern to ti

TABLF XXXIX

Problem* of 25 Jefferson oys

12 Lops 13 Eoys
10th Llrede .11th Grade

Being underweight
Learnin7 to save money
Learning how to spend money

velsely
Wantinz to learn how to dance
akinit, some things too seriously

Not knowinf7 e :et T really want
Not ep,:z1,11n-: enough time in study
Not cetting studies done on time

42% 31%
9%

0%
17%
27%
25%

50X
wBak in writing 42% 3
Noak in spelling 42% 32%
Vocabulary too limited 42%
Lunch hour too short 15 54

33

,,re were only four problems in the above table eh

the tenth and eleventh grade boys bad in com ,on. Of these,
be underwei.;ht, weak in wr Ulm,' and weak in spelling

were rarely xound troubling the boys in other schools. Not

getting stu,ies done on time, which was the most important
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problem for these boys, was also found troublesome to boys'

zroups of other schools.

M3st all 7roblems con-erning the school troubled the

tenth graders mor, , whereas, problems involving r.oney,

social or personal life worried the eleventh graders

TABLE: XL

Problems of Jefferson Girls

24 airls 11 Girls
problem* 10th Grade 11th Grade

Wanting to sun sote of my
own money 36%

Needing a job in vacation 36% 27%
Being jealous 0% 36%
Los in my temper 4.0, 2
Takin some things too seriously 4.3X 27%
Doubting it I can set a Sob in

ehosen vocation 7 34%
Worrying about my grades 36% 36%
Unable to concentrate when I need

to 7% 36;5
Lunch Lour too short 21 34%

The nein problem troubling the k:irls was wanting to

earn 30E10 of their awn money. Being jealous, doubting if

they care get a.job in their chosen vocation, and being un

able to concentrate when they need to were problems which

bothered the eleventh graders much more than the tenth

Fred* girls. Losing my temper, bein- jealous, and lunch

hour too short were problems peculiar to this f,:roup.



TABLE XLI

Problems of 50 Jefferson Students

25 Pupils 25 Pupils
10th Grade 11th GradeProblems

Learning how to save money
Wanting to earn some of my

own money 32%
Learning how to spend money wisely 8%
Takinc; some things too seriously
Not spending enough time in study

32%
4-%'!

Not getting studies done on time 3O 36%
Worrying about grades 23% 36%
Lunch hour too short to

73

16% 32%

28%
32%

214.,qt>

The students at Jefferson had few important problems

as compared to other schools. Not spending enowh time

in study was the most important eleventh grade problem

and lunch hour too short was the most important tenth

grade problem.

Eirhty-four per cent of the students felt the items

they had checked gave a well-rounded picture of their

problems. Eight per cent felt they did not give a full

picture and eight per cent failed to mark this question.

The quotations listed below are problems given by the

students to make the picture more complete.

"I have a tendency to stutter which makes me very
self-conscious in school when giving a talk."

"I want to get a good education as soon as possIble
and cet a good job. Also I want to leave home and
earn my own living."

"I think part of my trouble is that I am reaching
for the moon. I have set my goal a little too
high."
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"Teaclers not friendly to students."

"Parents interfering c;ith the school program."

Seventy-eiht per cent of the students enjoyed flilin
out tne list, twelve signified they did not enjoy the task,

and ten per cent omitted the question.

F=.)rtrareight per cent of t1-le students sampled wanted

more ehance in school to discuss or write out their per-

sonal problems. Thirty...two per cent did not feel they

wanted to discuss their problems at school and twenty

per cent 3*4 not indicate bow they felt about this question.

The following quotations Are- how the students felt

that wanted more or a c:71ance to discuss their problema.

I would like to hay someone listen to me and try
to help me,"

"I think it would be nice to be able to discuss
problems with other :,:,00ple. It would probably
help everybody a lot and be help them to
quit worryine,"

"I think if you heard the problems of other kids
it mij4t help you in your problem**

"I feel it's a swell idea because it helps you to
unCerstand yourself."

"I think it always helps to tell your troubles to
others because two heads are better than one."

"I think that the talks that the counselors have
with the stu:lents are sufficient. I fecq that my
problems are my business and mycounselors."

The quotatiois below were choer)n from the students
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that felt they dit not want tir ,r;blems discussed in

school.

"1 think each person is sul ildiviLual, his problems
are his concern, and t:;e fact t at many lipoplis
read and evaluate these pnJers makes it a eheral
pr,ablcm."

"1 think you should think tem out for yourself."

"I feel that an anderstandinc of teen-ag problems
by adults is all that is needed for the ;)rablems
to be solved."

"It's none of the classes and sc:,00ls basiness 7-hat
your .ersonal problems are."

"I t. ink that my parents are the ones with em to
2.1ecuss my ;roblers because they urvierstand no
and try to help."

only thirty per cent or fifteen stuInts wanted to talk

swoon° about their problems if the opportunity was pre-

sented. Forty...six per cent did not want to talk to yone

and twenty-four per cent or the students omitted this

Only four of the fteen tat express a desire

to talk with someone about their personal problems bad any-

one in mind to whom they could, turn for 'reap
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LINCOLE 32'7!00".

In Lincoln Eigh Zchool fifty-three students were

sampled. Twenty-seven were In the tenth grade and twenty-

six were in t'4A eleventh grade. EI:hteen made up the

boys' group while thirty-five were

This school served the largest geographical area in

the city, takinr_ in the Tnain business district. Its en-

rollment perhaps represented the most heterogeneous soot-

economic backerouW of ay scI,o_a in the Aty.

Table XLII gives the ranking of problem areas
tenth ;7rade

TAME XLII

Banking at Problem Areas for
27 Tenth Grade Students

Problem
Areal( Marked

can -o.
Yerked

UPD 67 11 2.5
FLE 8.5 2.7
SRA
csm 68

5.5
10

2.9
2.5

SPE 90 3 2.3
Pit 103 2 3.8
KR 8.5 2.7
Hp 7. 5.5 2.9
FVE 77 7 2.9
Asn 162 1 6.0
CTP 79 4 2.9

ToTAL 948 35.1

RANOR 7-96
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Adjustment to School work ranked first for the Lincoln

tenth graders. This area was far out in front of all other

areas in importance with an average of six problems per

student as compared with Personal Psychological Relations

which had a mean number 3.8 marked and Social Psychological

Relations with an average of 3.3 problems per pupil. All

other areas were bunched together rather closely with only

.4 of a problem difference in the mean number marked

between the fourth and last in rank.

The average of 35.1 problems per pupil for the tenth

grade was slightly hiOaer than the average of 31.4 for

the eleventh grade.

Social Psychological Relations bothered the tenth

grade more as it ranked third for this group as compared

to eighth for the eleventh graders. The area of Future

Vocational and Educational Plans was more of a concern to

the eleventh grade as they marked it second in importance

as aninst seventh for the tenth graders.

Table XLIII shows Personal Psychological Relations

was first in rank for the eleventh graders with Courtship,

Sex, and Marriage, Health Problems, and Morals and

Religion the least important areas. There was little

difference between the number of problems checked in the

areas ranked second to eighth.



TABLE XLIII

Rank of Problem Areas for 26
Eleventh arade Students

Problem :!".

!*rod-4.-VAV...... Amair....

LPD 52
Pli,n Z;0
SEA 61
CSH 5.,
SPR 72
PPn 98
UR 1.6
IT 06
?YR 87
Asr 35
CTF 77

TOTAL 818

RANGE 1.88

Mean ;10.
Rank ?forked

10 2 .0
6 3.1
5 3.1
9 2.1
a 2.8
1 3.8

11 1.8
3 3.3
2 3.3
4 3.3
7 3.0

31.4.
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The boys had less problems than any other group in

the school. Adjustment to School rork was their major

worry welch was stain far above all other ;areas .r!th sn

average of 5,4 problems per student. Curriculum and

Teaching Procedures and Putlire Vocational nnd

plans were next v;ith an idctical number of problems

checked, but were still far behind School Adjustmant as

there waa an average of two problems per pupil dlfi'erence.

Those boys were bothered least by Courtship, Sex* and

Mnreiage.
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TABLY XLIV

Rank of Problem Areas for 16 Boys

Problem no.
Areas Marked

1-01, 33
FLE 50
SEA 40
C:-:,M

3PR 29
ppn hi
Ili 40
HF 41
PM 59
A3W 93
CT? 59

TYYAL

TAME 7.52

TABLE XLV

Rank...
Mean No.
Marked

2.1
14 2.3
74.5 2.2

10 1.0
5.5 2.3
7.5 2,2
1.5
2.5

2.?

1 5.4
2.5 3.L!

2%9

Rank of Problem Areas for 35 Glrle

Problem
Areas

No.
Marked Rank

Mean
Mared....1111.1111.1111101P

11?1)

FLE

cam
82R
PPR

11111.
01

103
119
97
133
160

10
7

3
1

2.3
341
3.1
2.8

,.o
rn 79 11 2.3

123 3.5
FVE 105 ?.0
ASV 149
CT 97

TIJTAL 35.3

RANGE 1-96

30c19,1 ?oenological Relations appeared to be sore
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of a girls' .::.)roblem in thla se7,001 as CHey ranked it third

as compared to tUe boys wIlo found it next to last in im-

portance. Personal Payo.hz1.11cal Relations and Aijustr.lent

to ';c-nool irk wore first and second in importance to the

girls, 7/ith 71.0alth, RA.igious, aad T-loral problems

Uom the least.

TABLE XLVI

Rank of Problem Areas for 53
Uncoln Hie7h Students

1"roblem N,).

Areas Marked Rank

10.5

Mean -::o.
Marked

11PD 119 2.2
PLE 153 8 2.9
SRA 159 6 3.0
GSM 122 9 2.3
SIT 162 5 3.1
PPR 201 2 3.
UR 11 10.5 2.2
HF 1 I. 3.5 3.1
FVE 1 3.5 3.1
ASW 2h7 1 21.7
CTP 156 7 2.9

TenAL 1766 31.3

ixANGE 1-196

Table) XLVI shos the Lincoln students as a ?stole did

not deviate in fl::ding their Adjustment to 3choo1 vork and

Personal Psychological Problems Lein main concern. home

1 ?aily. problems, fihich was usually among tbe last in

rankliv for other sctiools, was tied for third in importance

with these students. Halt and ihysieal Development and
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Morale and ' :elieyion ea iad the same number of problems

checked and were ranked last in importance.

The range of one to-ninetysix indicated an average

spread of problems marked. The moan number of 35.3 prob-

lems per student also compared favorably with the city

average.

Table XLVII gives the specific problems which

bothered the boys in this school.

TAELF XLVII

Problems of 1 Lincoln Boos

10 Boys 8 Boys
bl I th Grade 11th Grade

Being underweight
Poor teeth

2444

40S
50%
S

Forgetting things 3
Wondering If I'll be a success
` in life 10% 6
Not spending enough time in study 30
Worrying about grades
Weak in writing 50% 25%
Worrying about examinations 38%
Afraid of failing in school work 0;1, ya%
Dull classes 205 50%
Teachers not practicing what they
preach 20 50%

Don't like to study 40% 13%
Choosing best courses to take
next term 10;; 5o%

Choosin> best courses to prepare
for college 10% 5a/71,

Eleven of the fifteen problems were in some way connec-

ted with the school environment. :orryingt about grades was

the chief concern of these boys; afraid of tailing in
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school work, weak in writings and forgetting things followed

closely in importance. The absence of any problem concern

ing getting jobs or wanting money was peculiar to this

group.

The proper c';..oice of courses for college pre scration

and for the next term troubled the juniors much more than

the sophomores. Bein47 underweiht, dull classes and

teachers not practicing what they preach were also prob-

lemb bothering the Juniors. T']e younger group seemed more

troubled about their grades and being weak in writing.

TABLE XLVIII

Problems of 35 Lincoln C rls

17 Girls 18 Girls
kOth Grade 1/th Grade

ginting to earn some of my
own money

Being left out of things 53%
Getting some money for education

heyend high school 23%
Feelings too easily hurt 23%
Taking some things too seriously 4.75,

orrying
loodinessit having the "blues" 18;
Sometimes wishing I hadn't been
born

Afraid of :*king mistake*
Lacking self-corlfidenco 4l %

Class of opinions between me and
my parents

Not spending enough time on study
Trouble nith mathematics
Worrying about examinations
Dull classes

12%

53%
59%
35iP;

I

3

2$

22 ;

17%
28%
22%
22%
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In Table XLVIII the : a jor girl prolem is taking some

things too seriously. ranting to earn. their own x oney was

next in importance to both groups. Troubles with nathe-

=tient worrying over examinations, and being left out of

things troubled the tenth grade girls a great deal as over

half of the group marked these -A!iobleme. The eleventh

rade 7,irls had fewer major problems. The only major prob-

lems which they =1.1d not share elth. the tenth grade girls

were having trouble over clash of opinions between them and

their parents; being moody and having the .luesi" and

having their feelings hurt too easily. The major problems

for the girls were well spread out over most of the eleven

areas.

Problems

TAr)LE XLIX

roblems of 52 Lincoln Students

27 Pupils 25 Pupils
10th Grade 11th Grade

tinting to earn some of my
on money 30%

',ettin =meg for education
beyond high school 15%

Being left out of things 33% 12
Taking some things too seriously 33% 40%
Forgetting things 33% 28%
Afraid of making mistakes 15% 36%
Wondering if I will be a success

in life 2.5% 36%
6orryinF about examinations 43% 28%
Trouble with mathematics 1 21orrying about grades 20%
Not spending enough time on study 37 24%
Pali classes

to%

36%

32%



TWA() XIIX reveals tLat

way connected to the school

than those concerning other av

which lere La some

on were more pre lent

of the students' lives.

orrying about e;d:Aminations received tore checks than any

other ruble m4 tilts probl peculiar to Lincoln, for lz

no other school did it receiv 9 as much attention. Trouble

with mathomati s is another vroblem lob rarely ranked so

hi,th in irvortance tendency for this school was to

put nore enphasis upon school probloros and less upon b-

talninL jos and monetary troubles*

y.three per cent of the students sampled thought

that Cie items ::Tar ed on tho lint gave a well rpu nded pic-

ture of eir problems; fifteen per cent did not think

they C a.71d two per cent onItted the question. The folm

lowinc cluotatlons are representative of what the students

adde0 to make the picture of their roblrms more zomplete*

"r!:7 el;cation is not broad enouzb to carry an
adevate conversation."

"4o: e of these tw s are troubling me very much
except maybe the girl friend."

"I Lava trouble truing to Live two lives. Trying
to be one person part of the time and trying to
oe another the other part of the time. Trying
to live a life for God and world."

"ivy brother has always been a serious problem in
v life as 1.0 has to be kept in a mental heapit-
al becerise of a brain injury."

"I think that If my parents of alon7 bettor I
would not feel inferior to one of them."
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"I think the basis f(r all t-47 nroTAT,:ms lie In my poorhome life."

"As far as my free,Lom at home, I have little tine to
resA librar7 books or stdy. I'm kfTt it bus7
since my mother is ill and I do a lot of the work."

In answer to the question, "Have you enjoyed filling

out this list?", seventy per cent answered yes, fifteen per

cent loft it blank.

'II-Arty-eight per cent wanted to have more chances in

school to write out, think aiout, and discuss ,natters of

personal concern to them. c:)-rty-two per cent did not care

to any further into their prol'aems and ten per cent

gave no response. The following quotations are a cross

section or the way the students felt when asked to explain

how they felt about writing out or distssinz their per-

sonal proi;lams.

°I think that in health classes we oould discuss
Ilere auot hoe prolcIns and aocial probleme.'1

": feel there Llould be J,:)re eb ce to discuss
social problems an a larger scale- and and oriv..-
c.te conferences far personal prolems."

r%7crtain tints trouble and I would like to
talk them *Lt."

think that it is a .00d idea to talk your
prbLrnms over with someboy. Many tins the
person en Ltl.p you, lesides, it makes you
fcel 'cotter to .ket it off your chest."

"I njoy talk: eind lst-an::z to proLlms of
other people, comparin tern with myself.

znost teen-aors e-vr( just a... it the same
problems."

"I feel that more discussion on matters such as



these would be to a large number at the
students in school as well as myself."

"I don't feel that I ha°:e any proles that are so
7Ag 1 7-,ays, to 7fia

"I think pa -tonal )1-.3 lams own concern and
should wo be dist.Issed in school."

"I don't think school is place to do that."

"I don't think it does much ood to talk about these
problems, an! furthermore, I don't believe school
is the place to speak of them."

"I don't have any srious troubles. so I feel it is
unnecessary to discse theA."

the negative mactions to this question re

vealet that tbe school was not the place to discuss their

proIcma. Many thought elzair '::).roblams their own and re-

sented any Intrusion upon their personal feelings.

Twnty-neven or fif y one er cent of the stulents

samploi inlicsted they woull like to talk about some of

the problems they i'ad ,rke,a on the list, but only ten of

the to,m1:7-saven or tLirt:-seven per cent 1-,ad ma; p.rson in

mind with 71:lom thoy would like to talk.
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In Roosevelt high School sixt7-two students were

sampled, twenty-eight were tenth graders and thirty -four

were eleventh graders. The boys numbered twenty-one, while

forty-one comprised the girls group.

The tenth grade in Table L showed little change in the

ranking of the problem areas as Adjustment to School Work

was first in rank and Morals and Reli4on, and Home and

Family were the areas of least concern.

TA2LE L

hank of Problem Areas For
23 Tenth Grade Students

Problem Vb.
Areas Marked Rank

Mean No.
Marked

HPD 101g 5.5 3.7
FLE 96 8 , .11-
SRA 114 3 4.1
csm 32 9 2.9
SPR 104 5.5
PPR 122 2 4:4
MR 70 10 2.5
HP 47 11 1.8
FVE 112 4 4,0
ASW 140 1 5.0
CTP 98 7 3.5

TOTAL 1039 38.9

RUG 6 -95

There was a wide difference between the tenth and

eleventh grades both in the average number of problems

marked and in the ranking of the areas. The tenth graders
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nar%eil an averaz:e oi ten norc proria per student than the

older stuJerlta. Flnan,ces, c.Kip1o7ment, and livine condi-

tions 7:ail area wic t trole,.'1 the eleventh graders

bJt ran%ed cil-ht% for the tth rak. Ajustmant to

School .31,10 Which vas first M., ran for the saitho7;lores,

was so,,mnth for tho juniors. Th is !:,roup of Neort put

less 3tres3 apon A.11stnent to hool '::ork than any other

group sampled the sta,17. 2oy prolns wore

also coaratively hizh for the juniors, rankin3 fifth in

inportance. Psr:holo:leal 7:-clatiens and !Torals and

Relijon trouAed then lees than any other area. 3ocial

rsychole:icel P.elations which was tenth usually received a

ouch hijier ranking by other Froups.

TA LE. LI

tank of ?roam Aza for 34
StIlents

Problem
cArea a 14ar7i:ed Rank

Mø&n Xo.
Parked

VINIMMININ**014MaNi 0111/1101.1010010111~

:-;PD 80 6 ^ v4.4
119 1 3.5.

3.%.A 99 4 2.9
C3:1 ,6 C'

cdo.,

SFR 73 lb 2.2
pp-11 :1,-Z 3 3.1

11 2.9
127 76 5 2.3
ng /1/ 2 2.3

7:-. 7 2.3
CT? 75 9 2.2

T,.;TAL 973 28.8

3.149



Table L1I indicates 31)st otItatan-

for

variation

the boys In ti s seool wa3 thir trouble over

'ex, an4 uas te1r chief con..

cern. No other zroup rank,)-1 tis area so laih in irt7or-

tanco. Ybc Ircettonal J\ctIvities

in socod place was also 'Inc:aamon for stents rarely

found is trolAb/e.

Lil

Rank of Problem Arr.qis for 21 Boys

Problem
Area.........

JiPD

PLE
SEA

srr
PPR

HF
MR

777

CT?

Ran%

Ar 2
b7 1
=di( 9.5

3
63 6
,r45 11

79 S
7 7

;a AL 775

-349

Mean No.

Larke4
"

?:1)

41
2.7
3.9
3.0
2.1
3.2
3.8
3.2

2i7.0

Problcms concerning t'i]elr school environment was com-

paratively low for tb;se boys as Adjustment to School Tork

*as rnkei fifth and Curriculm and Teatainf7, Procedures was

seventh. '.!iome and Fall elations was far below the other

areas in importance. The boys had lore problems per

student than the girls whieL was also unusual.



The ';:1.ris d1d not to,7 as 7T10). y,trlation at thc 'cos

hrin r'cq.sonal. Pnyeborto!cr,.1. 7olatIont ranked f!rst and

hnancen, 1.7,71n '..:7z%71o7nent teed th ?uturei

Vocattonal :Incational rla:r..n for. socmd pitee. 770 one

srf?a, toot cwt. as 'boTilF 4?1.1,r oo7pal'ativ1.7,1 11.1 .!:)E, low

for tLls croup.

Hank of Pro"ola reas for 141 rjirls

Problem No,
.7,7117.7e d

Et):)

ME
,i 441.

1;4
142
1Z;

GSM 91
32T1 1Z.)
PPR /46

72
LT 73
FIIN 142
AM 139
CT? 106

1221

'irC'::G71 3-27

Moen No.
Variv-d

ve 3.1
2.5 3.5
5 3 1
9 ,, ..,

7 2.9
1 34

11 10
10 1.9
2.5 3.p.
tj. 3.:
3 2.5

31.5

:n all thz -:. stu1ents of t:4111 school were brow7,bt to

gether as a unit the deviati that WAS SO apparcint in some

croups tended to disappear. rain proLlem area was

Personal aI PsTelogical ttons but there exited only

ninentbe of a :,:rolam differenen In the avera,Te number

of problems :::arked per area 7,1tr.en tho number one area and

Curriculum and Teac7alar7 2roccal2res which ranked ninth.



moral, 7 r-.3 IL 443,4 and ::' ly c1Lio a' oppo. d

off nticealy in i4portanc t1x1 other areas being

ten. a la 1,1-pLa-ra, i,pcctvcly.

LIV

Rank of Problem Area fer 62
Loosevelt hoo1 Students

ro1em 1.!'0

Area Marked Eank
:lean Wo.
Marked

1111001.10111110

HPD 1,14. 6 3.0
Ttn 215 L. 34;
SnA 213 5 3.4
c...,ii 17C 7 2.9
SP 177 3 2.9
PPP. 22 3 1 3.7
MR 135 10 2.2
EP 123 11 2.0
PVE 223 2 3.6

3 3.5
CTP

,TAL

173 , 2.0

33.3

3-1149

17, Which preaftnts t14 toys' 7i:ost Important

prolcria 7aarked on t.115; invenry, shows the tenth 7rade

toys tl.d for prolems wLi.i troubled over half their

group tut held little oncern for their older pears.

Bein47 ill et case In social affairs was checked by eichty-

five per cent of the tenth f:raders but only twent7--one per

cent u C%e youn6er group round themselves awkward in

makin6 dates compared to only seven par cent of the older

students. 'L,Jaydreaming ana poor teeth bcthered fifty-seven
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per cent of the tenth g fourteen per cent and

twenty-one per cent respective f the eleventh grade.

Problems

TABLE LV

Problems of 21 Roosevelt Boys

7 Boys
10th grade

Wanting to earn some of
money

Wanting to learn bow to dance
Poor teeth
Needing a job on vacations
Wondering what / will be like

Being ill at ease in social affairs
ten years from now

Awkward in making dates 71%
Daydreaming
Moodiness, having the "blues
Poor assemblies
So often feel restless in class
Dull classes

43',40

3

23.%

36%

36%
21%

114%
21%
43%
29%
29%

Wanting to learn how to dance was the main coneern of

all the boys as fifty-seven per cent of both groups signi-

fied worry over this problem. Although most of the impor-

tent problems concerned money or jobs, the ones with the

highest percentage of students marking them were in the

social field.

The girls placed leas e+mpha+eIa upon problems involving

social adjustment but found personal problems bothering them

more. Their problems in 'blab they showed moat concern were

spread out over the eleven Areas more evenly than were those

for the boys.
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TABLE L

Problems of IA Roosevelt CIrls

21 Girls 20 Girls
Problems 10th Grade 11th GrilFte

Being overweight 43%
Not enough sleep 33%
Getting money for education bey
high school 33%

Needing a job invocations 34
Wanting to s q21-1 some of iv °en

money 57%
Having to ask parents for money 19%
No place to entertain friends 38%
In too few school activities 33%
Wanting a more pleasing personality 36%
Sometimes wishing I bad never been

born
Taking some things too seriously
Nervouaneas 23%
Choosing best courses to take
next term 33%

Lunch, hour too short 33%
Afraid of unemployment after

graduation iJ 35%

2

I

20%
25%

Wanting to earn some of their own money WAS the

girls' chief concern followed closely by needing a job

during vacations. Being overweight was a problem peculiar

to the girls, for the boys indicated this was no worry to

them. Except for wanting to earn their own money, the girls

tended not to single out any particular problem which

troubled the majority of them. Their most important prob-

lems involved personal Adjustment or needing work and money.

The tenth and eleventh grades had little in common that

troubled them. Table LVII shows that needing a job in vac*

tiona and wanting to earn some of their own money were the



so problems which conce FA1 both radeli. All the

ther problems presented in the table were elocked by a

third or more of one class but were of little concern to the

other. Slow in reading was an outstaa°jdf.ng example as it

bothered thirty-nine per cent of the tenth grade but only

six per cent of the eleventh grade. The tenth graders tend-

ed to put more emphasis upon indivi =dual problems than the

eleventh grade students,

TABLE LVII

Problems of 62 Roosevelt Students

23 Pupils 34. Pupils
Problems 10th Grads 11th t.rdde

Needinz a lob an vacations 39, 38%
Wanting to earn some of my own
money 46% 50%

Havinc to ask parents for money 21% 331;
In too few school activities 36% 12
Wanting to learn bow to dance 18% 41%
Being ill at ease in social affairs 39% 18%
Wanting a more pleasing personality 18 14%
NO-ream/iv 36% 12%
Worrying __ 32%

n%Taking some things too seriously 39%
Choosing best courses to take
next term
ordering what I will be like ten
years from now

36%

4,3%

22$

Slow in reading 39%
Poor assemblies 11%

Eighty-nine per cent of sophomores thought the items

on the inventory gave a well rounded picture of their prob-

lems, but only fifty-nine per cent of the :minters indicated

this to be true. A small percentage of the students sampled
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in thin sch 1 went to the trouble of add , anything fur-

ther to make the picture more oomplete. he following quo-

tations were taken from those responses to this question.

"I like to sew and make things with my hands. This
ichool doesn't have a rood home making class."

"my mother doesn't like me and does everything she
can against me."

"Low family income."

"I am too independent my father says."

"I lack will power to break bad habits."
"Not getting along with parents at home.

"I am a little too selfish with other people."

"There is .nothing in school I want to learn.
to be only one thing and school cannot supply
help I need."

Only fifty-three r cent of the students sampled in

this school indicated grey enjoyed fIllinc out the list.

This was the lowest percentage of any of the schools for

this question.

Thirty-nine per cent w d more chance to go further

into their problems by either discussing or writing out

matters of personal concern to them. Thirty-seven per cent

hat that it would be of no value to them to discuss or

write about their problems. Most of the students that ex.'

plained how they felt a'bout tA.s question wanted no further

help.



The explanations quoted below are a representative

ampling or all the responses to this question.

My parents would feel it's nobody's business butCAW own "

"Don't care to discuss my personal 'affairs."

"I feel that I can figure out my own problems."

"I don't like advice."

"I think that a lot of problems of high school
students cannot be remedied. Some are too personal.
The only way is for the student to =overcome these*
not somebody else."

"I don't believe that anyone can help me figure out
my problems if 1 °snit help myself and figure out myown problems."

"I don't think that at school is a good place to dis-
cuss personal problems, I don't like to discussthem with teachers or advisors,"

It seems to make me feel better to talk to someoneabout my problems."

"It would help straAchten things out."
"I think schools sLould have special classes for the
subjects asked about in this questionnaire."

It helps you to get to know yourself better."

"I feel that If a person tells his problems to somebody else it will make him feel better and also thatthe other person may have a suggestion about his
problem or even a solution to his problem."

The tenth graders felt freer in wax tin to talk about
their problems as fifty-seven per cent answered the above

problem affirmatively* wtAle only thirty-one per cent of the

eleventh grader* felt so inclined.



In answer to the t es o

ou like to talk to som one ab
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had the chenee, would

of the problems

have marked an the list," forty two per cent answered yes,

twenty-six per cent no, and thirty -two per cent cave no

answer. f the forty-two per cent, or twenty-six students

that answered yes, only five had any one in mind with whim

they would like to talk. Out of a group of sixty-two ebb..

dents, only five had scene one in whom they could confide,

and two of these made the reservations that tk the person would

have t be understandinr7 and not say, Oh, you will grow out

of it."
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fIEIR6T0:: SCHOOL

Forty-eight students from VasLinton Eigh School were

sampled. Twenty-flve were tenth graders, twenty-three were

eleventh graders, twenty-seven were boys and twenty-one

were girls. This was the only co-educational school in

ich there were more boys sampled than girls.

TABLE LVIII

Ranking of Problem Areas for
25 Tenth Grade Students

Problem ilo. Mean :'o.
Areas Marked...-- Marked

EPD 65 9.5 2.5
FLE 72 7 2.9
SRA 99 2 44
CSM 65 ...) 2.6
SPR 37 4 3.5
PPR 8 3 3.6
MR 11 2.2
RF 8 2.5
FVE 32 6 3.3
ASW 128 1 5.1
CTP 64 5 3.14.

TOTAL 890 35.6

RANGE 8.80

Adjustment to School ,:ork was far out in front in im-

portance with an average number of 5.1 problems per pupil,

as compared to an averary of 4 droblems per pupil for

Social and Recreational Activities. This group need the

least help with ..`orals and ion.



The from this school presented ore problems

per student than any other croup in the cite with the ex-

ception of the sophomores at Girls Polytec is 3choo1. The

average of 51.5 was 15.9 problems hi !her than the mean num.

her of 35.6 marked by each sophomore of this school. The

lowest ranking area for the juniors 140 the same number of

problems marked on the averace as the faarth Area for the

sophomores. This was unusual for the sophomores as a rule

had more problems than the juniors.

A= LIX

Ranking of Problem Areas for
2.3 Eleventh Grade Students

Problem
Areas

No.
Narked Rank

BPD 20 9
FLE 80 11
3RA 9 6
Calt 7
3PR 105
PPR 118
MR
HF
FVS

91
87
129

10
3

173 1
CTP 132 2

SOTAL 184

RAW 11 -153

No.
kod

3.9

4.1

1
3.8
5.6
7.5
5.7

51.5

Table LIX shows Adjustment to c1 l ';;.ork was the Area

in which this group needs the most help. This Area was far

ahead of Curriculum and aching Procedures, and the second

in rank, with a mean numb r of 7.5 proh/ms as compared to
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5.7 four CTP

Curriculum and k eaching Procedures problem* received

more Attention from this group than from any other group in

the study. This would indicate that somewhere in their

school environment they were Lavin g trouble with their

teac14)re or the subject matter was causing them trouble.

Finances, Living Conditions rall :inployment which usual-

ly ranked high with other rToups WAS last with these

students.

This group of youngsters, as indicated by the Problem

Check List, were in definite need of uldanoe especially

with problems concerning the se1,2c,l. It was very unusual to

find one group within a school so far above the other In the

number of problems that were troubling them.

TABU, LX

'bank of Problem Area for 27 Boys

Problem
Areas

No.
Marked Rank

Mean No.
Marked

}DP 75 10 2.8
FLY' 2.9SA 101 3.7

91 3.14
SPR 06 3.2
PPE 100 3.7
MR 92 3,4

PVE
62
11e 2

2.2

170 1
CT? 102 3

OT AL 1075 39.8
ton 8.106



Rank of ?

Problem
Aretia

HD?

S2A
CSV
3PR
PPR
tR
Er
PLE
IIANN
CT P

TX.LAL

RAIL7 ]4-152

Blom Area for 21

No.
Marked

,3()

106
106 3.5
53 11
91 6
33 7
131 1
114 2

8
9
5
10
3.5

999

r3.

Ye= No.
Marked

3.6

3.2
5.0
5.0
2.5
14.3
14.0

.2
5.4

47.6
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In Table LX the boys showed little variation from the

linking given by the girls in Table LXI, They both ranked

Adjustment to School Work first and Curriculum and Teaching

Procedures second. The main variation was In the Areas of

Morals and Religion which the boys ranked sixth and the

girls eleventh, and Home and Famtly Which the boys ranked

eleventh and the girls sixth. Both grope indicated they

needed little help with problems involving Finance, Living

Conditions and Lmploymant as each bad it ninth in importance.

The Eirla had an a ertwe number of 117.6 problems per

student which was 7.8 problems more then the average for the

boys. This indicates the girls evAin need more help than the

boys.



Problem
Areas

TADLL; LXII

k of roA.em Areas ror
Washington El h Students

No. Mean No.
Marked

.............
Rank Markel.

3,2

g:!
.3

.4_4

4
3..30

.2
3.

4.4t7

2074 43.2

155
152

n
10

1 5
GSM 159 7
Sint 192 6
PPR 2 06

145 111
ar 153

201 g
ASS 3 01
CTP 216 2

kfiAL

RANGE 2

In Table LXII all for this school are
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brow ht together for the rank ) of the problem Areas*

Adjustment to School Zork is far above all others with a

mean number of 6.3 problems for each student

curriculum and Teacbinz rocedures was s ond with an

evem7e of 4.7 per student. This Area seldom received such

high ranking in other schools. Morals and Relizion was of

the least worry to theille students. with Finance. Living

Conditions and !*ployment. which usually received a much

hi or ranking in other schools. next to last.

14ept for Adjustment to School iork. the Areas were

fairly constant in the number of problems chocked by each

student*
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The average of L3.2 proUems was Above the average for

all achoola. The averse was bl,e)w7Lt up by the exceptional-

ly large number of problems narked b7 the eleventh grade.

Problems

TADLi LXIII

Problems of 24 -,ashington Boys

13 Boys
10th Grade

Poor complexion
Poor teeth 23
D3c1X.nz whether I'll in love 0%
Awkward in making a date
lYsntIng. to 1;et into a certain club 46%,
Wanting a more pleasant personality 3U
Not taking some things seriously
enough 23%

Daydreaming 31if
Decidin whether or not to go to

College 21;-;

43%
r

2
7%

50%

43%
50%

432;

In presenting the boys' problems for this school, it

was found there were few which troubled both the tenth and

eleventh grades. Dull classes, difficulty with oral reports

and not spenlins enough time in study were the only three

problems which troubled a large proportion of both classes.

Over half the major problems for the boys were in some

way connected with their school work. Not 3pendin7 Enough

Time in Study was the major problem as it 114.8 checked b-

over half of the boys.

Awkward in Making a Altar aid 7:ant nr, to Get into a

Certain Club, botl, social problems, were checked by more
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tenth graders than eleenUI zradere. Asiae from these two

prObIems tJe eleventh craaers ere :7;os troubled with the

problems in Table LXIII t4a:,7 the tenth graders.

Deciding 7Ibether I'm in Love, Posor Complexion and

Want ng to C'et Into A Certain Club were ?ro:aerm peculiar to

this croup of boys. The absence or problems Involving money

or a jot,. was also special for this croup.

TAMR LXIV

Problems of 21 7:ashington Girls

12 Girls 9 ,1101.8
Prot,lemS 10th Grade 11th Grade

Wanting to earn some of my own
money

Needing a job in vacations
In too few school activities
Being ill at ease at social affal
%,anting a more pleasing personal!
Los In ny temper
Takins some things too seriously
Worrying
Clash of opinions between no mid
my parents

vanttng more freedom at home
Lacking experience to zzet a job
Not spending ensuGh time in study 42g 335
Not getting studies done on tine 50% 22;?:

Don't know how to study effectively 25,Z,
worryinc about grades 332-
DIfficulty with oral r sports 5%-c
Afraid to speak up in clews

disc,issions 40%
Unable to concentrate when I
want to 33%

Too much work requgrod in some
outjects 33;;.

Dull classes 33;0 55%
Zio often restless in cla3aes 5O % 2

67%
it r

22;r:,

22%
55%

3

taa
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Due to the large number of problems.arked by tho

eleventh grade girls there was a corresponding largo number

of Important problems presented in Table 141V.

half of the iris' importmnt problems Were concerned

with their achool work. :4 lookinr over these specific

problems it is apparent th:at tLor main orries wore in

Adjustuent to school Work and UJrriculum and Teaching ?re-

codures, Correct Study. Habits was a source of such problems

as: not getting studies done on times not spendinr enough

time in study, don't know how to study effectively, and

unable to concentrate When I need to, if these stn,lents

aren't helped while in high school those who -7c, on to

college will find these problems multiplied many

T}le boys seemed more troubled about failure ant not

being able to master the eubject matter than the ris.

17roups agreed that the classes they attended were very

dull, perhaps if their teachers were aware of this feeling

these problems could be partially solved.
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Poor teeth
Needing a job on vaca oni
?T'anting to earn some of my own

money
Peing ill at ease at social affal
Taking some things too seriously
Not taking some things seriously

enough
Daydreaming
Wonderinr wh at I will be like ten

years from now
Not knowinz what I really want
Getting low grades
Difficulty with oral reports
Weak in spelling
Worrying about grades
So often restless in classes
Dull classes

TA;,, LXV

Problems of L8 n students

25 Pupils 23 Pupils
10th Grade pth Grade

327.

4
20

36

Ito
30%

35%
35r
39%

39%
43%

35%
!.1,3%

43%
pci!,

43%

35
52%

As the boys and girls are merged t ge r many of the

ol problems tend to disappear because the problems

ing the girls 1 id not as a rule worry the boys, and

vice versa.

pull classes and wanting a more pleasing personality

were the two problems which troubled more of these students

then any of the others.

Taking some things too seriously and other things not

seriously enough appears to bother a large number of the

students. =sax in spelling, a problem peculiar to this

school, bothers the eleventh grade much more than the tenth

grade.
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Tlis problems for all the students sampled were spread

over most of the Areas fairly evenly which was not true in

the sub groups where problems involving school work were

more prevalent.

Eighty-el IA per cent of the pupils felt that the items

checked gave a well rounded picture of teir problems, ten

per cent did not think that they did, and two per cent omit-

ted to question. Meted below are qaotations riven by the

students to make the picture of their prolams more complete.

*The only thing that is wrong pith me is that PM too
darn little and I wish I could grow up."

"Parents don't try sometimes to understand their
children's viewpoint."

"Worry about what people think of me if I practice
=hat I believe is right. Am too oalible."

"Polka wrrying too much about me when using the car."

"School being too strict with and about its students.
Students don't have a chance with the school execu-
tives."

Seventy-five per cent of the students enjoyed filling

out the check list, twenty-one indicated they did not enjoy

it and four per cent gave no answer.

Sixty-nine per cent wanted more -*es In school to

write out, think about or discuss their personal problems.

This was a comparatively high 7)ercentai'e as compared with

other schools. Very seldom did over :Alf the students
sampled wish to bring out their problems in the school.



l' Blow are listed samelia s of how the students feel

d this question.

"If you rot problems oft your mind, your rind will be
more free to work during school."

I don't think problems are discussed enough in
school."

I think it is rood to analyse yourself every now and
than to s last at you a re accomplishing and lust
exactly the kind of person you

"I think that more students and young people will be
helped if they are given more of a Chance to voice
their opinions and problems."

*This chance is especially welcome to those who have
no one at home to confide in. I feel that everyone
needs a confidant and if one can't be found at home
where else is there to turn besides school? 7rar
minister's family is usually too busy to bother."

The following students felt that something more than

just writing out and disc: ssin' their problems should be

done by the school.

"Should be a course ke tiAs.

"I would like to have discussions an the problems
facing us. I think it would be educational and of
great benefit to all. Thortaghusaination of each
problem would make clear the answer to it."

"I feel that the schools play up too much what others
have done for the world. (In history). And do not
have character building classes for the youth today.
other schools have classes on Love, 4.;ourtship and
Marriace. I think 7ashington needs something of this
sort."

The students who felt that the school was not the place

to have their problems brought out explained how they felt

in the following quotations
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"I don't think most of us cart) to discuss our :)ersonal
pro:A.0=s in school, own with a counselor. I rould
feel tat I didn't know my counselor well enouch,"

"Not class discussion.

"I think matters of personal concern can be fixed up
anon our family and it Isn't necessary to obtain
outside help."

"Because you can't be forced to tell your problems to
anyone, Your problems are your own and you sllould
work them out yourself. Of course, there sLould be
someone to be around if you need help."

birty-five of the students sampled, or seventy-three

per cent, indicated that if they had the chance they would

like to talk to someone about the problems they had

checked on the list. This evain was a high percentage of

affirmative =swore as compared to other schools. Nine

teen per cent did not wish to talk to anyone about their

problems and eight per cent failed to check the question.

Out of the thirty-five students that wanted personal help,

fourteen or forty per cent had sore one to whom they would

like to talk, and nineteen or fifty per cent had no one to

whom they could turn <or help.
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ALL 3CH

In this section data on all the students sanpled are

brought to5zether for a final analysis of the guidance

needs of the high schools throunout tae

There was a total of 463 students sampled wlich repre-

sented 6.2 per cent of the tenth and eleventh grade students

of all high schools in the city system. Of this number, 182

were boys and 2C1 were cirle. The zyades were more evenly

divided with 239 in the tenth grade and 224 in the eleventh

grade.

TABLE LXVI

Rank of Problem Areas for 182 Boys
in the Portland 1,blic Schools

Protlem No.

HPLI

FLE
SRA
CSM
3PR
PPR
MR
RP
FVE
ASW
CT?

wean No.
s Marked Marked

10 2.3
6 2.9

3.1
2.4

7 2.5
3 3.1
9 2.4

352 11 1.9
650 2 3.6
902 1 5.0
543 5 3.0

TOTAL 5867 32.2

RANGE 1-163

Table LXV1 which given the rank of problem areas for

all boys of the city shows Adjustment to School York the

area in .ch they need most help. Each boy averaced 2.6

419
534
564
445
450
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more problems in this area than in Future: Vocational and

Educational, which ranked second. Thor° was other no-

ticeable drop between second plw,e and 1-er:ions' Psychol(

cal Relations which ranked third. Personal Psycolocical

Relations; Social and Recreational Activities; Curricu'l.am

and Teachinr Procedures; and Amance, Livin Conditions, and

Rmployment, which ranked third to sixth respectively, were

separated by only two-tenths of a problen. The reaining

areas were grouped closely o,ether exce-,Aion of

hots and Fa7lily which averaEed only 1.9 problem per studelt.

The 7.irls also ranked Adjustment to School 'irk as

their main source of trouble but it was not as predominant

with them as with the boys. There existed little differ,-

once between this area and ',so. e ,sycholoical Relations

which ranked second. T= e girls sh ,wed more concern with

problems of a personal nature than the boys but conversely,

had less trouble Ath Future: Vocational and Educational

glrls snowed more cow:ern over issues of a

Social Psychological nature whereas the boys indicated more

trouble v :lth atters concerning SoA.al and Recreational

Activities.

The most outstanding variation in the rankin== of the

problem areas between boys and p-irls was in Health and

Physical Developmet; the boys indicated little concern

over this area, ranking it tenth, wbereas the girls snowed
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much more concern givinc it a ranking of fifth place.

Problems involving Morals and EeliFjon were of least con-

cern for the girls, while the boys found 'iome and Parlily

problems troubling thorn least.

fP:13LE:: "XVII

Rank of Problem Areas for 231 Girls
in the Portland 6chools

Problem
Areas

i:o.
Marked Rank

1117) 963 5
FLY 956 6
SRA 947 7
C3N 748 10
SPR 1156 3
PPR 1273 2
mR. 666
HP 836
FM 972
AS?: 128
CTP 907

TOTAL 10709

. _rIGE 1.139

Mean
Narked

3.4
3.4
3.4
2.7
h.1
4
2
2.9
3.5

-
3.2

33.1

It would appear that girls need more help than the

boys as they had an average of 5.9 more problems per stu-

dent.

In comparing the tenth and eleventh grades for all

schools there was a tendency for the lower grade to have

more problems but not to !uch a der!ree as with the cirls

over the boys. The average t4nIth grader had 3.6 more

problems than his older peer.
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6oth grades found Adjustment to School ','ork in which

they needed most assistance, with Personal Psychological

Relations the second in importance. The tenth grade

placed more emphasis upon Adjustment to School '6ork, havilv°

an average of 5.2 problems per pupil, whereas the eleventh

grade had only 4.2 or one problem less per student in this

area.

r_nELE LXVIII

Rank of Problem Areas for 224 Tenth Grade
Students in the Portland Public Schools

Problem
Areas Narked

.040....0.1.01.01.
Rank

HPD 71'-'2 8
FLE 787
SRA 877
GSM 632 9
S?R 906
PPR 9b5 2
MR 585 11
HP 626 10
FIFE

A3W
803

1252
5
1

CTP 801 6

TOTAL 8970

RANGE 3-163

Mean Xo.
"arked

3.0
3.3
3.7
2.6

4:1
2
2.

3.4
5.2
3.4

37.5

Both grades showed least concern over problems in the

areas of Lome and Family; Cortshipt Sex, and Marriage;

and Morals and Relizion.

There was little wulation in im tante given to the

areas by each class as it can be noted that the first two

and the final three places were iderftical. It Nould appear



that guidance programs ith similar alms would meet the

needs of eatL Lwoup. Ther e , of course, uli be minor

variations to meet local si 'ations.

TABLE LXIX

Rank of Problem Areas for 22t. Eleventh Grade
Students in the Portland Public Schools

Problem No. Mean No.
Areas Marked Rank Marked

HPD 666
PLE 70
RA 6
csm 561
SFR 700
PPR 865
MR 522
HP 562
PVE 819 3 .6
ASS' 9 5 1 4..2

CTP 9 7 2.9

TOTAL 7606

6 3.0
3.1
2.8

10 2.5
5 3.1
2 3.9

11 2.3
9 2.5

RANGE 1.139

33.9
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Table LXX presents the ra kin of problem areas for

all the students. sampled in the city. Again Adjustment

to School. 7:ork predominates as the number one rea in which

these students need most assistance. ?Mager gave three

possible explanations for this apparent high number of

problems in School Adjustment.

"The students are taking lists in a school environ.
mento and so the school problems may stand out as
the glaring ones only because it is the place in
which the students, are taking the check list and
because it is administered by a teacher.
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"It may be that this is the oppo ttnity which the
7ounfaters have been looking; for to get their gripes
about the school.

"It may be that the school actAally is the place
where the youngsters have lost of their problems.
It may be that schools are creating conditions which
make these school problem* seem very important to
children." (3 : 71)

Personal and Psychological problems held second place

in importance for these students with Future Vocational aid

Educational Plans falling third. In the Asheville, Barth

Carolina study, made by Vernon D. Cowan., it was found that

problems concerning Future Vocational and Educational Plans

ranked first in importance. (5152)

TAM 1,XX

ank of Problem Areas for 403
ortland 7:17h School Students

Problem No.
Areas Marked Rank

« esn No.
Marked

}PL) 1332 6 3.0
PL". 1490 8 3.2
SRA 1511 5

2.CSM 1193
SPR 1606
PPR 1340 2 ?;:g
KR 1107 11 2.
ar 1133 1 0 2.
FVM 1622 3An 2187 1 7
CTP 3450 7 3.1

TOTAL 16,576 35.7

RANGE 1.189

There was a fairly large drop in the number of prob-

lems checked in Courtship, Sex and Marriage; Home and
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Pamily; and Morals and Religion; which ranked ninth, tenth

and eleventh, respectively.

In respect to the few problems these adolescents have

in the area of Morals and Religion, Cole states:

"Within the last fifty years, religious attitudes and
customs have markedly shamed. At present, the majority
of adolescents have no religious doubts at any time.
For those who do have difficulties, the conflict seems
to be just as intense and preoccupying as ever, but
these pupils form a minority in the total population.
There are many reasons why intense conflicts over relic,.
ious matters no longer appear among more than a fourth
of all the intelligent young people in America.
Present. -day adolescents have been brought up on science.
They acquire a materialistic and naturalistic outlook
during their childhood years. 'any have had no relig.
sous training whatever; they may have ::one to church and
Sunday school, but the conten of the latter consisted
Of Bible stories plus a little ethical training, while
the sermons in church concerned themselves primarily
with social evils. Of church doctrines, most adoles-
cents have no knowledge whatsoever. The American public
school has also done its share in eliminating conflicts.
Any discussion of religion is completely banned. On the
other hand, elementary schools encourage children to do
as much independent thinking as they are capable of.
The American public spirit is, In general, opposed to
philosophical considerations of any kind. The American
child and adolescent therefore rarely come across writ-
ten matter that stimulates them to an interest in
philosophical questions. There has also been in modern
times an almost total escape from the fear of hell
after death. The motivation played by fear has there-
fore disappeared and, with its much of the concentra-
tion upon religious thinking. The adolescent of today
is far more concerned with doing other people good in
this world than he is with saving his soul in the
next." (3:166-167)

The lack of concern over Home and Family problems may

be that no home problems actually exist. However, it may

be that the student is protecting the family as a social

unit by not admitting the problems exist, or he may fail to

recognise these problems as such.
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Able LXXI gives a breaMown of the rankin7 of the

prob em Areas by each school.

':1t11 the exception of Roogcvolt and 0 rls Polytechnic

all schools ranked Adjustment to School Work in first

place, Personal Psychological Relations ranked first in

these two schools and second in fiv. Eenson and Washing-

ton were the only two schools where it ranked below second

position. The relative I ortance placed on the Areas by

students in each school was fairly consistent with the

following exceptions: Cleveland ranked Curriculum and

Teaching Procedures low; Benson ranIted Personal Psycho-

locical Relations low; Ciris -2017techni- ranked T3t-

ment to School Work- low plaeed Pinanees Living

Col-A Mons and -4ployment in a high position; Jefferson

was low in Social Recreational Activities; Lincoln was

hie, :1 it Home and Family; and '6ashington was low in Pinances,

Living Conditions and ploynent, and high in Curriculum

and "Z aching i'rocedures.

The following taUes present the specific pro biers

from the check list that were checked by 252, or over of

tIcs students.
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TABLE LXXII

oblems of 182 Boys in tine Portland
Public Schools

Problems Per cent 4

arning how to save money
Wanting to earn some of my own money
Needing a job in vacations
Wanting a more pleasing personality
Forgetting things
wondering what I will be like ten

years from now
Getting studies done on time
Not spending enough time in sand
D1fficulty with oral reports
So of feel restless in classes

29%
31%
3

26%

25%
333

25%

2Worrying about grades 2.56%

arning how to save money, getting studies done on

time, and forgetting things were the only problems the boys

had that were not found in the cirlss list. The boys

showed more concern over mastering subject matter in the

school than was true for the Axis.



TA".3LE LXXII

Problems of 281 Ciris in The
Portland Public Schools

Problems Per

Being overweight
Poor teeth
v:anting to earn some of my own money
Needing a job in vacations
Laing 111 at ease in social affairs
Wanting a more pleasing personality
FeelIngs too easily hurt
Daydreaming
Afraid of making mistake,
Worrying
Takii2Z same thin s too seriously
Losing my temper
Wondering what I will be like ten

years from now
Unable, to concentrate when I need to
Difficulty with oral reports
Worrying about grades
Not spending enough time in study
So often feel restless in classes
mull classes

120

cent narked

32%
26%
149%
39%
27%
38%

25%
30%
29%
to%
33%

2
26%
5%

29%
32%
2

3©%

The significant sex differences In the *patine prob-

lems were as follows: The cirls showed more concern over

personal and psychological issues, social matters, and

physical condition. The boys showed more concern over

monetary and vocational matters, but had fewer specific

problems. Although the boys showed more concern in matters

pertaining to money, we find forty -nine per cen,, of the

girls checked, "Wanting to earn some of my own money," as

against thirty...three per cent of the boys..



TAB LXX

Problems of 239 Tenth Grade Students
in The Portland Public Schools

Problems

Needing a job in vacations
Being ill at ease in social airs
anting to earn some of my own money

Wanting a more pleasing personality
Afraid of making mistakes
Worrying
Forgetting things
Taking some things too seriously
Losing m7 temper
Daydreaming
Wondering what I will be like ten

years from now
Unable to concentrate when I need to
Difficulty with oral reports
Worrying about grades
Not getting studies done on time
Not spending enough time in study
So often feel restless in classes
Dull classes
Lunch hour too short

Per cent Marked

28%
39%

39%
26%
264
23%
38%
27%
23%

25%
26%
31%
36%
301.
3O
30%
29%
29%

la

In comparing the tenth and eleventh grades, it was

found the tenth graders lad more problems, and also with a

larger percentage of the students marking these problems.

Poor teeth, getting money for education beyond high school,

and having to ask parents for money were the only problems

the eleventh ;raders had Which we do not find in the tenth

grade list.

The tenth grade students shored more concern in prob-

lems involving social add tstntents, personal and psychologi-

cal issues, oral reports acid study habits than the elevertb

grade students.
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TABLE LXXV

Problems of 22. Eleventh Grade Students
In the Portland Public Schools

Problems Per cent ked

Poor teeth
Needing a job in vacations
Getting money for education beyond

high school
Wanting to earn some of my own money
Having to ask parents for money 26%
Wantinc a more pleasing personality
Afraid of making mistakes g
Worrying 26%
Taking some things too seriously
Los in; my temper
Wondering what 1 will be like ten

years from now 25%
Worrying about grades 25%
Not spending enough time in study 31%
So often feel restless in classes 25%
Dull classes 25%

28
33$

29%
/44)%

26%

he following tables were compiled from the answers

given by the 463 students covered in this study to the

summarising questions on the Problem Check List.

TAUT: XVI

Answers to cuestion I:umber One

Do you feel that the items you have marked on the
list give a well rounded picture of your problems?

Answers lumber ,=arketk Per cent

Yes T 84%
No 1

Omitted 26
10%
6%

Table LXXVI reveals that only 10,; of the students did

not think the check list covered all their problems. This,
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in the writer's opinion, is ample justification for the use

of the check list in this study

LXXVII

Answers to ;.uestion Number TT s

Have you enjoyed filling out the list?

Answers Number Marked Per Cent

Yes 3141
No 7? 17%
Omitted 45

Of interest is the fact tIlat many of the students who

felt that the check list gave a well rounded picture of

their problems did not enjoy filling out the list. In

comparison, Cowan found that , of the students covered in

the Asheville, North Carolina study enjoyed filling out the

list. (6-57)

TALL:, LXXVIII

Answers to ).2estion number Pour

Would you like to have more chances in school to
write out* think about and discuss matters of per_
aortal concern to you?

Answers Number ked Per cent

Yes 261 50%
No 151 33%
Omitted 51 1

Over half of the students asked for n opportunity to

write out or discuss their personal problems in school.



Although t zi.s does not compare too favorably with the

eighty p cent found in the Aoheville North Carolina

l2 4.

study* it still represents a challeni;e to the guidance

pro:xers of the Portland schools. (6:57) These students

indicated that they need help from the school in solving

their problems, and it is the writer's opinion that the

schools should find a place in their prozrams to meet this

need.

TABLE LXXIX

Answers to Question Number Five

If you had the chance, would you like to talk to
someone about some of the problems you have
marked on the list?

Answers

Yes
No
Omitted

r arced

240

75

Per cent

52_,*

3zA

Of the 11:0 students who signified they scarwanted ind

seal conferences with someone, only el.ghty or thirty -three

per cent had any particular person in mind to whom they

would like to talk. Sixt three per cent had no one they

could go to and three per cent did not give an answer. The

sixty-three per cent of the students Who want help with

their problems through individual conferences but know of

no one to Whom they may confide* present a counseling need

which should not be overlooked.



Chapter V

CONCM O. AND :C:COMnITDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to find the guidance

needs of the students in the Portland secondary schools.

To do this the problem Areas and specific problems of 40

stude:Its were determined by the Toone;; Problem Check List.

The writer felt that the problerm checked and the responses

made by the pupils were sincere and represented as true a

picture as could be obtained with the procedures enployed.

%)oney found in conducting several studies of this nature

that, .lere is little IndiAition that students try to hide

their 4roblems or to 'play' with the check list. They are

surpr irvay s rious and conetruetively interested, expos-

ing far ,,ore problems than had been originally anticipated."

(7:219)

It found in tabulatiiv too results for this study

that the students tended to mark the first two columns or

110 itams more frequently than any of the others on the

cheek list. This was to only objectionable feature found

in adninistering the check list. The writer is of the

o,i7lion that the items c.Iecked in tha first two columns did

not represent the majority of he students' problems. It

was felt that throu;11 some def icideficiency in the administration

that this asp ewness occurred.

There could be a certain tLerapeutic value derived from

readinF the items which would tend to make the student feel

125
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that perhaps not as many of these items pertained to him as

he had marked in the beginning. At the start the student

may not be as critical of the individual item but as he

progresses further through the list he may begin to doubt

if as many thine, trouble him as he imagined.

Another reason for this apparent askewness may be that

the cheek list is too lonz.. The student may grow tired and

lose interest after he has read two of the columns of items

and tend to skip over the others until he reaches the end.

There was a terOeney for the last ten ,lroblems to be checked

more often than those in the center of the list; however,

this was not as predominant as was the excess amount of

emphasis put upon the initial items.

A third reason may be that the problems In the first

two columns and a few at the end of the list actually do

represent the major difficulties of the students.

The writer recommends that In administering the Prob-

Imms Check List the group be split in half, one group

starting in the conventional manner with the first problem

and reading the items in correct numerical sequence, while

the other half would start with the last item arid continue

backwards in inverse numerical sequence.

Another method Which would combet the effect of read-

ing fatigue and -iminishing interest would be to administer
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the check list in two or three sittings separated by suffi-

cient time so that this effect could be eliminated

If the results obtained were the same when the above

procedures were followed then it could be assumed that

those itens in the first two columns actually represented

the major problems of the group.

The study has shown that the Greatest need for assis

tance was in the Area of Aljustnent to School :':cork and

Personal Pa ,cnolo nical Relations follow) social adjust-

ment vocational needs and economic instability. The Areas

in wbich the least need for aid was manifested was in

Courtship, Sex and 44Arriace; -or,* and Family; and Morals

and 'ell-:ion.

There existed quite a variation in the number of prob-

lems checked for the average student in different schools,

but, with few exceptions, the relative importance put upon

each Area was fairly constant throe out the city.

The majo roblems con,frontlnL these stude:-Its were:

wantin to earn aome of my own ~ orey wantinz. a ,71.ort picas-

inc personality, needing a job in vacations, not seen,.

eno,xj time in study, takiMg so e thins too seriously, and

worrying about grades. A .rly eve ry school had some speci-

fie problem of its own.

It was found that little difference exi ited br: twet n

the tenth and eleventh grades in the relative importance
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put upon the various problem Areas. Nevertheless, the

tenth grade students did tend to have more prolems tlAn

the older students.

There was a rider variation between tte sexes In rank

int.; the problem Areas. The Irls showed more concern in

Personal Psycholo7ical Relations, Health and Physical De-

velopmnts sad. Social Psycholo:ital WItine. The boys

showed ::ore concern In ?uture; 7.ducational and Vocational;

Co,..1rts:-Ips Sex and 7Arrlae; and 7orals and Poll ion.

Ti-!e tenth grade presented more specific problems than

the eleventh grade. Furthermore, a larger percentae of

the tenth grade pupils marked the problems that were common

to both groups. The tenth grade emphasized problems in-

volving social adjustment, personal and psycholohical

issues, oral reports, and study habits. The eleventh grade

showed more concern with probl rm involving economic sta-

bility, personal and psyeholoz:Ical issues, and study

habits.

The si7nIficant sex differences revealed that the f::Irls

had more apse Inc problems than the boys and Showed more

concern over physical conItion, social matters and -)rob-

lens of a personal and psycholtrical nature. The boys, on

the other band, showed more concern over vocational and

monetary problems. Both boys and Eirls sLowed concern over

their ineffective study habits*
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Over half the students expressed a desire to receive

fUrther help in the school by writing out or discussing

their personal problems in the class room. The majority of

the students who wanted Liis opportunity explained that

they felt such. a procram would enable them to receive help

from other students and teachers in finding a solution to

their problems. They also felt that learning the problems

of other students would t,Ald to miniLlize their own

troubles.

There is a definite need for either enler4;lag the

Counseling facilities or having better trained staffs for

only seventeen per cent of the total nutter sampled indi-

cated they had any one in mind with elLam they wanted to

talk over their problems.

In recommending a program to meet these apparent

guidanee needs in the ?ortiev-A schools the writer wishes to

point out that no overall inclusive program could meet all

the needs of every school and that any T,;laidance procram

must lx:! s t up to :It the local ALtuation. Such factors as

the physleal facilities, com7unity resources the school

staff nust be taken into cizier.tLon when planninc; any

caldtte program.

There are, however, some basic featres t:.at ould be

inewrurated in all schools, in some form, to meet the needs

pointed out In this study.
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S1nce the conception of tlft:= or:anized ,:uidanee prorTam

by Prank 7'arsons there ::%es boen a tcndem,,:i to lean hea%-ily

toward te vocational rather tl,an toward a more balanced

pro,"ram riAch would Include nany activities designed to

help pupils with their life adstment problems and needs.

'These needs include the health (physical and 7rental),

social and recreational, edeational, moral, and vocational

ares." (4:3) The needs in the ::ortian schools indi- ate

that the c:uldance ?roras hold Lave ore emphasis placed

on helping the students -uale letter adjustments and wiser

choices in the r school work and with their protaens in-

volvinz personal ps7cholo:IcAl relations.

To attain this end the school soull make use of all

the ava!lable 'N1(21111195 within Its own en-Aronment and

throKh utilization of unIt7 resources.

One of the main ftv;ilitles the school offers Is its

curri,Allum. It Is not necessary to establish courses solely

for the purpose 'if solving the innumerable problems presen-

ted 757 the students. Tiowever, there al.-e certain courses

thonselves to encompassin:7 Iluch of tLe ,7aterial

redo l the, ouplis t !lake correct rjtncnts

to tl:er rohls. 7.calth eid socal sclence classcs could

do much In helpin the students with personal matters, sex

adjustmont, social sajustment, and in mere t °nal and

moral Areas.
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A second facility the school has to draw upon is its

liftoff. All teachers awe not counselors each teacher

sLould fool and accept the resposiAlity in helping stu-

dents adjust themselves to their environment as well as

teaching academic 'nowiedge. A large number of the students'

problems in this study dealt with poor study habits. It

should be the teacher's respolzibility to instruct the

student how to study as well as what to study. in ciff1 6

cult cases the curriculum should offer remedial classes to

help solve readinj problems and other special Clificulties

handleopping the pupils.

The tAaid facility of the school s its extra-

currcular program. The Portland hip schools offer an

extra-urricular proaram that reaches almost all the stu-

dents but there could be more emphasis put upon its use as

a ..idance facility. It presents untouched possibilities

in solvinc, students' social and personal proUers.

It is th usual practice of counselors to have Indi

v.idual interviews with their etudente wIzn in many Instan-

ces n,ore could be accoralAished by disc!assinc common

problens with a LToup with a :J.eat savin of time.

7r:..ckson enumerates the values of ;rou huida,lce as

follows:

nFrovide information and help to many pupils not
reached by individual counseling. Provide enough
help to some pupils so that less individual coun-
seling is needed.
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"Hel- to locate pupils ecin Individual counseling.

"Provide for rapport so that pupils will avail them-
selves of individual counseling.

"Provide an economical and indirect way of imparting
information and &ip.

"Provide an efficient mans for collecting tests wid
Other data.

"Provide a more accurate means of getting information
about group relationships and personality cl,aracter-
istics.

"Malre possible better use of dranatizations, outside
speacrs, fit: s, tours, exhibits, etc.

"Provide for croup therapy.

"Provide for a pooling o irforr a tion and rlence."
(41182)

The individual conferences still play a major role in

helaing stIdents adjust thamselvos to their environment,

but the writer feels that given the opportunity and the

correct setting the sto.dents have the ability within them..

selves to reach a solution to any of their problems.

A pro7ram such as this would entail a great deal of

careful planning to determine the problems the students have

in comllon and a great qeal of study on the techniques of

group counselinj on the part of the counselor. This sort

of a proram could reach the students who do not the

class room situation adequate in solv1n7 their lroblens.

A long term plan which would finally evolve into a

program would involve .ftWrine the counselors to 1.)e ante

certificated. To date there exists no requircnents,
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except those imposed b various principals, to become a

counselor in the Portland echoolse

he writer feels that te place the cometunity plays in

the guidance prozram of each school not be over eeleha-

sized. It sheuld be the ros7ons1741ity of every School to

rea'ee a cortreanity survey to ascertain whet resourses can be

rade available to the students. re e7 services the students

Leed to secure cannot be found In the school. rrny tines

the comounity may serve as a eeans to obtain vital informa-

tion abeut students Vert would not come out in the school

records or fe 11:; and student interviews.

Community azencies sech as 7-ealth clinics, civic or-

melzations, public employment offices, proffessional

service, aed eoclal orzanizations are a few which the

teacher and counselor eL0:11d. Lave at eie finger ttps to use

as t referral rhen is f nds tae scheol facilities inadegeate

eats' needs. Tf each teacher had at her

cies :fee would be in

in meetine: th

deeToosal a 1_

a far better posit Ion to help tecoe etedente ve.ese needs

could not be net the school. It a s leeer the writer's

exoerience that much could be ,one in the 2ortlend schools

in inalzinr bettor use of the comeunity roseurces In their

euidance programs.

Tee following list recapitulates the conclesions and

recomecelations of this study.

of Su CL. commenity
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The Trete3t need for assistance was in the Areas of

Adjustment to School "::Ork and ?ersonal Psycholo71eal

Relations.

2. TLe .A.as in which the least need for assistance was

manifested were CortAp, 3cx and arriswe, !!.oe and

Failly Relations, and 7orals and 7A,11 ::ion.

3. T schools varied rl t Le avera7e nurier of

prohlens checked by cach st-alent 1Tut little varir.tion

was a22-Arent in the rolatle et1pLasis lltit upon each

Are c.

4. The tenth grade tended t have more problems than the

eloveth rade.

. The Firis tended to have more problems than the boys.

Over half tI students want az1 ovortunity in school

to f%Irtier discuss or write about their proA.ems.

7. over half the students 71arted an opportunity to have

individual conferences with soeone but only thirty-

three oer cent of this nurther iAxdanyone in 71n to

whoa he could talk.

Less casis shoulf, be put upon the vocetional serv-

ices and ;nore upon a well balanced program that will

nect; all te needs of all the stodents.

9. All t713 facilities of the school isould he used in

meetinj the ,Hance needs of the students.
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10. Gvoup eouneelin ahould .rated as a part of

the ,7),idnce ,ror..

11. A ;elan sL.ould be inaugurated which will evolve Into

a pr :rem; in wy ich. the counselors are certified to

havn vt certain ninimum requirelents,

12. ore emphasis should be put noon ursine the community

resollrces in meetinr the students' r aidance needs.
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